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THE RESHUFFLED PACK
N0 tears need be sheg. if several of Mrs Gandhi's senior colleagues

now suffer from a sense of humiliation. The Prime Minister
wanted to cut them down to size, and she has done it. The operation
has been pitiless, but not unskilled. Mr Jagjivan Ram was away in
Rome, but the lady went through the motions of consulting him. He
is perhaps the one man in her camp still in a position to organise a
decisive revolt. Mr Chavan is no longer very sure even about his home
base, and Mrs Gandhi has taken advantage of this vulnerability to tell
him that he is not indispensable as the master of Home Affairs. That
none but a "confirmed socialist" could carry out the Congress- (R) NEP
was an ingenious argument; the fact is that none can now conduct
Finance without proving a failure or becoming unP9pular. These two
worthies are not the only people who have been told who's the boss;
various other :Ministers have been transferred and several Ministries have
been relieved of certain responsibilities.

Not unnaturally, Mr Dinesh Singh's fate has received the keenest
popular attention. The socialist Prince had bungled things long enough
to embarrass any Government; the widely accepted notion that he enjoyed
the Prime Minister's special confidence merely added to the embarrass-
ment. He had to be told that personal equations were not immutable
and the "glamour" of External Affairs could not be a permanent princely
preserve. The lady did not even bother to save his face when he wanted
everyone to believe that he had finally yielded to her "special request".
He was sharply told where he got off-and when, which may be soon.
Dr V. K. R. V. Rao has been asked not to bother about science while
looking after education; Mrs Nandini Satpathy can be trusted to restore
the radical image of Indian research.

This certainly has been the most thorough reshuffle in New Delhi.
But to what purpose? The Kamaraj Plan had at least pretended to have
a policy objective; Mrs Gandhi has not even tried to pretend that
she has any other intention except strengthening her position. She will
now control all the levers of effective power either directly or through a
small 'group of officials and junior Ministers closely attached to her. Her
opponents will again be haunted by the spectre of a personal dictatorship.
but the public at large will care little whether power resides in a single
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All this is however sheer tomfoo-
lery. The basic consideration, in
New Delhi as much as in Trivandrum
and Calcutta, is likely to be pretty
straightforward: there is perhaps a
fifty-fifty chance, or an even better
one, that, in a new ~lection in
Kerala, the CPI-Muslim Lea~u(>
Kerala Congress-Congress (R) combi·
nation would be able to contain the
CP(M), whereas in West Bengal,
the prospects for worsting the latter
are distinctly dimmer. If, on the
left, the CP(M) and the Naxalites
are listed as the main enemies, Mrs
Gandhi may decide to be unabashed-
ly partisan, and decide on an imme-
diate poll in Kerala but not in West
.Bengal. This quasi-sa1ami iStraJegy
has also the incidental advantage of
permitting the Prime Minister to
gauge the electoral strength of the
CP (M) well ahead of the general
elections in 1972. For if it is found
that despite the combined endeavour
of the others Messrs Namboodiripad
and Gopalan once more emerge tri-
unmphant in Kerala, the ever pragma-
tic Mrs Gandhi would not be averse
'to changing horses in mid-stream. On
the principle of rendering unto Caesar
what belongs to Caesar, the Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam has been impli-
citly awarded the fief of Tamil Nadu;
that same principle would allow Mrs
Gandhi to strike a deal with the
CP(M) in Kerala-provided they
support her with their votes in Parlia-
ment. A smarter foreign policy in
the interim, featuring a mild thaw
with China, might also call for a less
than permanent arrangement with
the CPI in domestic politics.

But enough of such speculation.
Mrs Gandhi has by now proved her-
self to be a woman of all seasons,
and just any kind of electoral arrange-
ments will be her cup of tea. What
will be the much more interesting )
part of th~ scenario-to those who are )
'interested lin such matt<~rs-is thc
manner in which the CPI behaves in
the coming, difficult months. For
if it is going to be a grand all-em-
bracing anti CP(M)morcha in
Kerala, the CPI would have to plunge
into the electoral fray in the com-
pany, of-and presumably on the
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is far too frayed to impress the peo-
ple, and she did nothing. to repair it
at the AlCC (R). But the rival AlICC,
which met last weekend, is such a
disgusting lot that she is in no imme-
diate danger of being rejected. What
a choice in the "revolutionary seven-
ties" !

the defunct Assembly. To dissolve
the Assembly in such a circumstance
on the advice of a Chief Minister
who, on his own admissions, was
finding it difficult to function, and
without even consulting the Marxists
or any of the other groups has been
an extraordinary step to take, a step
which can be rationalised only in
terms of Mrs Gandhi's political exi-
gencies. To." compound this by
allowing Mr Achutha Menon to con-
tinue as Chief Minister till the date
of the elections would need gumption
of a particularly daring order. Mrs
Gandhi ought to know the limits of
discretion.

In fact, it is now entirely up to
New Delhi to decide how the parlia-
mentary folly is to be played out in
Kerala. If President's Rule is anno-
unced a new poll could take place
in three months' time- or theoreti-
cally at least, it could be postponed
for as much as three years. Several
anomalies have to be taken care of
whatever the decision. The alacrity
with which the Kerala Assembly has
been put to sleep can but make even
more glaring the reluctance to follow
a similar course in West Bengal. And
if a fresh poll could be ordered for
Kerala by October or thereabouts it
would be extremely awkward for the
Election Commissioner to argue in
favour of an infinite time horizon as
soon as the case of West Bengal is
brought up. For the only ploy that
would be left then would be the
one jointly authored by Mr Ajoy
Mukherjee and General Cariappa,
namely, that so long as 'law and
order' does not return to West Bengal
this State is to be denied the luxury
of popular rule.

Election Politics
"'~J

individual or is shared by a few. All
it will see _will be the same non-
implementation of the same non-
policies. The' changes do not suggest
that the Prime Minister wants to get
down to business, or that she ~nows
what the business is except keeping
herself in power. Her socialist image

2

Perhaps even Mr Achutha Menon
himself does not seriously think that
he could continue as Chief Minister
pro tem of Kerala until the fresh poll
d$pite the dissolu.tion of the
Assembly. Between his first state-
ment immediately following the dis-
solution and the second and subse-
quent ones, there has been a consi-
derable shift in emphasis: Mr
Menon would now be happy to quit
once the date of the new elections
has been announced by the Election
Commissioner. It is not immediately
clear why a Chief Minister and his
colleagues must remain in the seat of
power in order to hustle Shri Sen
Varma into announcing a date. The
Election Commissioner ought to
know what his job is. If a date for
a fresh poll has to be announced in
Kerala, he has to consult all the
political groupings in the State, and
not just Mr Menon.

For the constitutional position is
hardly as .clear cut as Mr Menon has
pretended it to be. Mr Ajoy
Mukherjee had a comfortable majo-
rity in August 1967 when the
West Bengal Assembly was proro-
gued; that did not however prevent
Shri Dharma Vira from dismissing
Mr Mukherjee in November on the
alleged ground that defections mean-
while had eroded that majority.
Shri D. P. Mishra's plea for the disso-
lution of the Madhya Pradesh Assem-
bly was turned down a few years ago.
The Governor of Kerala has chosen
to be different with respect to Mr
Achutha Menon's request but the
doubts remain. It is quite clear from
the angry reaction of the ISP that,
:;1S of today, Mr Menon would have
been hard put to show a majority in
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cue. The offer was not new, but the
public declaration. by the Congress
was. That it fell to Mr Tamn Kanti
Ghosh to make the announcement
is somewhat significai1t; it shows
New Delhi's preference in the fac-
tion~l fight in the party in West
Bengal.

There were several reasons for this
renewal. The demand for a mid-
term poll was' catching on, though
many of the left parties were, in the
beginning, loath to endorse it simply
because the CPI (M) had raised it
before others. The Congress(R) is
afraid to face the electorate; it is
unlikely to be ready for a long time,
if ever. The only way to scotch the
demand was to have a ministry of
sorts; it would also have cleared the
jam in which the State party has
landed itself by demanding removal
of Mr Dhavan to the annoyance of
the Prime Minister. The BangIa
Congress was its obvious choice as
the vehicle of this counter-move for
Mr Mukherj~e's revolution re~ains
unfinished till he does not head a
non-CPI (M) coalition. The Con-
gress (R) thought he would be an in-

The culture of India is as diverse as

the seven colours of the rainbow. yet

as unified as the seven stars-thanks

to the Railways.

Be it a theatrical troupe from West

Bengal. a circus party from the South.

a cultural group from the West, or a

dancing ensemble from the North-

they all mingle in the great ocean of

diversity and are fused into a unified

whole by the vast network of trains

that cross and criss-cross the country.

Like the bee that carries -pollen from

flower to flower. the Railways move

men and materials from place to place.

and give new life to the culture of

the land.

• EASTERN RAILWAY

Diversity

still be the composition of the "na-
tional democratic" front-a commu-
nist party coalescing with acknow-
ledged class enemies in order to mow
down the party Iwith which-what-
ever the worth of the leadership-is
associated the overwhelming mass of
the working class and the peasantry
whose hour of disillusionment is still
not near.

that efforts for a mini-front mini,l;try
started immediately after the New
Delhi session of the Congress (R ) in
which the West __Bengal delegates
drew a horrifying picture of the de-
predations of the CPI (M) .and the
Naxalites under the protective wings
of the Governor, Mr Dhavan. The
plan to renew the Congress offer of
support to a mini-front ministry was
hatched then. It had been known
for months that the Congress was
waiting in the wings and would appear
on the scene with instant support
the moment Mr Mukherjee gave the

Unified

The move for a mini-front ministry
in West Bengal has fizzled out.
Mr Ajoy Mukherjee's perseverance
has not paid; nor blackmailing by
his mentor, Mr Sushil Dhara. But
they are determined men, and as
the Assembly is not dissolved, they
will continue their efforts in one
form or another to . resurrect tlie-
Congress. For all practical purposes,
the BangIa Congress has now become
a front organisation of the Congress-
(R) in West Bengal, and all its
moves are being planned in New
Delhi. It is not a mere coincidence

Moves Counter-Moves
')

. basis of a common plank of pro-
gramme agreed to with-the genuine
feudal elements in Kerala Congress
and the Congress (0) . So-called
socialist parties are 'cheaper by the
dozen in Kerala, and no d9ubt some
amongst them would provide 1:he
cosmetics For the CPI to conceal or
blur the reactionary face of its more
solid allies. But the real issue would
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Drama At The Port
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men and launch crew of Calcutta.
The excuse given by the river trans-
port industry was the usual one-in-
capacity to pay increased wages.
The All-India Port and Dock Work-
ers' Federation was. ready to ~it
with the employers at bipartite talks-
to settle the issue, even if it had no
reason to believe in the alleged in-
capacity. For, despite the quantitative
decline in exports, their value has
been registering sharp rises in the
foreign exchange earned; in 1968-69,
the amount officially earned was as
high as Rs 218 crores.

However, the employers were not
interested in settling the matter.
They refused bipartite conferences
and wanted a settlement by the
State Labour Directorate, which had
however no jurisdiction over the
bargemen's strike. It became a mat-
ter of dispute over jurisdiction : wbo
governs the bargemen-the State or
the Centre? The strike continued.
No one particularly bothered to
thrash out the issue. Loading and un-
loading in the stream or overside
stopped and 20 per cent of the port
traffic came to a dead end. The
situation however took a grave turn
when 5,000 shore labourers of the
Calcutta Port Commission took to
go-slow, demanding the implementa-
tion of the tonnage incentive scheme.
The remaining 80 per cent of the
shed cargo too was left off at the
port. Loading and unloading of
ships and railway wagons and deli-
very of tea, iron ore and other mer-
chandise were stopped as well as that
of jute which was affected by the
bargcmen's strike.

only to its land and labour policies'
but also to a clandestine electoral
arrangement with the Congress{R)
For strengthening their battle against
the CPI(M) they may have to agree
to weaken the front against the Con-
gress-(R). In the meantime, while
the game of politics goes 'On,and on,
let the people stew in their own
juice.

, -,

The pundits in port seminars this
year, next year and the next will no
doubt cite the example of the barge-
men's strike at Calcutta port to
establish the point that it is dock la-
bour which holds up efficient servic-
ing to shipping and therefore me-
chanisation is the way to solve
deadlocks in port traffic. The barge-
men's strike will also certainly fea-
tine in the next year's report by the
Foreign Trade Ministry and the de-
ficiency in jute exports will be partial-
ly blamed on these bargemen.
There are many who are not
particularly unhappy over Nature's
malicious design to swallow up the
Calcutta port; the bargemen's strike
and the like of it will not make them
overwhelmingly sad over the fact that
jute goods worth Rs 20 crores are
now lying in mill jetties, that world
buyers are contemplating boycott of
the port because of its totally un-
predictable workability.

The facts of the more than month-
long strike of the bargemen need to
be put on record, not because there is
any hope that the authorities, at the
Centre and 'in the State, will see the
light of reason-for they know better
than anybody else what bedevils the
Calcutta port-but because people in
the country need to know that it is
not labour, supposed to be tools in
the hands of short-sighted political
parties, who are in the wrong in this
particular case.

The bargemen and launch crew at
all the major ports have already re-
ceived the benefit of the recommen-
dations of the Wage Board for port
and dock workers, but not the barge-

tion the Congress- (R) has seen to it
that the BangIa Congress does not
go to the meeting with the eight
parties without an option. With
full knowledge of the Congress-(R)'s
readiness to form 1m electoral alliance
with it, the BangIa Congress will
be able to negotiate from a position
of strength. Maybe, it will be able
to make the eight parties agree not

FRONTIER

In the event, dissolution of the
Assembly has become inevitable,
though it may not mean that an-
other mid-term poll is imminent.
The Centre would like to hold it in
its own good time, but much will
depend on the public pressure that
may be built up in West Bengal.
Whenever the election is held, the
Congress- (R) will need a prop; it
cannot stand on its own. The party's
sudden eccess of concern for a popu-
lar ministry is a spanner in the
works. It is aimed at bringing out the
differences between the eight-party
combination and the BangIa Congress
on the eve of their mecting for an
electoral alliance. It has also been
timed with the reported move of the
BangIa Congress for a so-called demo-
cratic front presumably of parties
which would work for, among others,
a ban on gheraos and forcible occu-
pation of land by the landless. Mr
Dhara has said that the democratic
front should consist of parties be-
lieving in democracy and socialism
and some of the constituents of the
eighty-party combination do not mea-
sure up to this standard. The front
is obviously meant to include the
Congress-(R) ; for which party in the
country is more democratic and more
socialist than the Prime Minister's
'Congress? By its offer of collabora·

fallible bait for the eight-party com-
bination as these parties count on
him as an indispensable ally in their
jehad against the Marxist Commu-
nists. As a concession to the "anti-
Congressism" of the eight parties,
the Congress- (R ) was prepared to
"support" the mini-front from the
"opposition" in the manner of some
parties in Parliament. But the pro-
posal did not go down with the
eight-party combination; maybe,
after all these months of campaign
against the CPI (M ) these parties
still find that the touch of the Con-
gress remains as lethal as ever. Nor
has the proposal for a minority minis-
try with an assurance from them
that they would not vote against it
-a diluted variant of support from op-
position-found favoUl1 with the
eight parties.
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PCI as revolutionary Unrest gives
place to pragmatism. The city of
Bologna is being administered by
the Communists as ~ showpiece of
moderation and cQoperation with
other parties. The compliment paid
by a Christian Democrat Councillor
to the local PCI leadership that
"correct, real and solid links have
grown up in a climate of democracy
between the majority and opposition"
would make the point clear.

In most of the regions there is a
centre-left majority so that the mo-
del of the central Government can
be adopted in the regional adminis-
trations. In Emilia-Romagna, the-
Communists and Proletarian Unity
have a majority of one. In Tuscany
and Umbria, the Communists and the
centre-left are evenly poised, but
with socialist support the former can
form the Government. Emilia pre-
sents the socialists with an excru-
ciating problem. The local Party
unit is ready to join hands with the
communists, but the centre-left allies
are putting pressure to stay out.
Any coalition with the communists
will expose the socialists to charges
of bigamy.
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Compared with the results of the
1964 general election, the Christian
Democrats, Communists and the So-
cialists suffered a marginal setback.
There has been a slight improve-
ment in the position of the PUS.
The Republican Party, which based
its poll campaign on a wage policy,
made significant gains. While the
worst reverse was suffered by the ex-
tremist left-wing Socialist Party of
Proletarian Unity, the neo-Fascists
improved their share of votes from
4.3 per cent to 5.2 per cent eroding
the strength of the Monarchist Party
and the conservative Liberal Party.

.Although the Communist Party laun-
ched its most vigorous election cam-
paign, the seven and a half million
votes polled by it marked a decline
by a few points, which is a n~w phe-
nomenon in Italian politics. This,
however, does not discredit the no-
tion that somehow, some day the
Communists must be taken into the
Central Government. At the same
time Proletarian Unity should not
miss the lesson that fighting elec-
tions and conducting politics within
the constitutional framework will
turn it into an establishment like the
~ 'Italian' Polls

Now the Covernment of India and
the two local associations, Calcutta
River Transport Association and
the Bengal River Transport Asso-
ciation, have gone back to their tra-
ditional ground: how to define a
barge ande a boat? They hold that
the bargemen are not dock workers
and therefore excluded from the
purview of the Wage Board.

The situation is bound to take a
graver turn from July 1 when the Cal-
cutta Dock Workers (Regulation of
Employmen t) Scheme 1970· comes
lnto effect. The purpose of \this
scheme is to declare that the Calcutta
Dock Labour Board is running un-
economically with a huge surplus of
labour and therefore retrenchment is
necessary. Haldia is also declared
beyond the port limits of Calcutta
and therefore those workers of Cal-
cuta who were allowed to work in
Haldia will be struck off the Cal-
cutta port rolls. Everybody is now
ready for the battle royal to start.

Meanwhile cargo is piling up
at the jetties; the eventual statistics
will squarely put Calcutta port in
the red,

The regional elections III Italy
have once again put the psepholo-
gists on their heads. But the fact that
the big changes forecast have not
come about brings relief to all and
sundry. If the composition of re-
gional parliaments were significa,ntly
different from that of the national
parliament, then Signor Mariano
Rumor, the helmsman of the centre-
left coalition comprising the Christian
Democrats, Socialists, Social Demo-
crats and the Repu~licans, would __
have been forced to call it a day.
If the Social Democrats were success-
ful in scoring major electoral' gains
at the expense of the Socialists, they
perhaps would have carried out their
threat to anticipate general elections.
While it is not known whether any
party would like to face the electo-
rate at this moment, there is no
doubt that some Communist votes
were cast to maintain an equilibrium
between the Socialists and the PUS.

JULY 4, 1970
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Mr Jyoti Basu must have had his
own valid reasons for joining issues
w.ith the Governor regarding transfer _
of certain officials. Perhaps it was
from a sense of loyalty to those who
helped him and his party when others
were just indifferent or plain hostile.
Officials as a class, however, can very
well fend for themselves and need
no outside support. At least so £air
we had been led to believe that the
bureaucracy was the greatest hind-
rance in carry.ing out any real change
in government. Now we know there
;t,re good bureaucrats and bad, just
as the CPI was telling ,us there are
good Congressmen and others not
so good.

Leaving the main issue as.ide, what
is surprising .is the tacit acceptance
by Mr Basu that transfers in them-
selves are a form of punishment, par-
ticularly when to the mofuss.il. .J

This, of course, is the typical city-
bred man's reaction to wh.ich appa-
rently Mr Basu has also fallen a
prey. If these transferred officials
are all so good, we should be happy
that they are being sent out. Others
can now reap the benefit of their
presence.

* *

low-income group, be able to obtain
a site for a petrol pump. How job-
less graduates will obtain the. s.ite
when their parents may have spent
everything they have in getting them
through college is not the concern
of Indian Oil. But even J this is not
the end of the story. Indian Oil .is
nothing if not perfect. They have
worked out the whole scheme to the
bitter end:, None of the dealerships
offered are going to be profitable ones
imn1ed.iately or even next year. Some
are going to lose even for the next
five years. But rather than tell the
jobless hopefuls that, they have coin-
ed a beautiful new phrase. The pro-
jects will have 'negative profitabi-
lity' for the next two, three or five
years.

Obviously there is no one to ask
these oil moghuls why they cannot
run their own petrol stations and
appo.int the young men for whom
they feel such sympathy?

Workers no doubt are not all
saints.in overalls. With or even
without sufficient provocation they
may on occasion take to unreasonable
~tands. But what is .insufficiently
pointed out, even by workers' repre-
sentatives, is that for much of the
ills of industry the managements
themselves are \ responsible. Too
often they are completely out of
touch with the workers and their
conditions, with the result that ulti-
mately something blows up. Others
may be just plain corrupt or ineffi-
cient. Still others believe in making
hay while the sun shines; when bus.i-
ness is good, they rake in the profits;
when it is bad, they want to pass on
the losses to the workers.

While our politicos fight wordy
duels with each other, the unemploy-
ed go on trying to find some money
somewhere, anywhere. In the pro-
cess a few of them have even brought
the blood bank to a crisis by making
a regular hab.it of selling their blood.
Literally they are earning money with
blood. But unfortunately this fre-
quent blood letting.is not to the
liking of the blood bank people.

How far those who run our indus-
tries are divorced from reality is typi-
fied by the Incl.ian Oil Company,
though it is an extreme case. Some-
time back, this Government of India
undertaking announced that they
had taken up plans for providing
employment to the educated jobless,
particularly engineers and other gra-
duates. But the scheme, as it has
finally worked itself out, and a's
announced through numerous adver-
tisements in the da,ily p~pers, is no-
thing short of a fraud on and an in-
sult to these unfortunate graduates
who deserved at least something better
than to be mocked.

The terms on wh.ich the supposed
employment is offered have to be
seen to be believed. The candidates
have to be graduates, belong to a
particular locality and come from the

View from Delhi will not
appear for two or three weeks
as our Political Correspondent
is away from Delhi.

Frontier
Business Manager

NOTICE

Calcutta Diary

TH~ngs over here are going to be
very much worse before they

get any better. This is the only
conclusion to which any sane and
rational person can come. History,
it seems, has caught those at the top
unawares and all they can do is go
round and round in a circle. This
applies irrespect.ive of parties and
spheres of action, whether it is in
.industry, govetnmCl1t or potlitics.
Improvement of Calcutta continues
to be in the tl>1ik-off stage and the
Govern.or and his advisers make futile
journeys between the city and New
Delhi.

In politics, the endless discussions
between different former partners of
the dead UF have an air of unrea-
lity and false seriousness. All efforts
seem bent upon delaying the moment
of truth which will ultimately come
upon all of them. Even fresh elec-
tions may only postpone the evil day.

In industry the pos.ition is no
different. The stagnation continues
while unemployment grows. It is of
course now a matter of routine to
pass off the blame for this on to the
workers for failing to create the pro-
per climate for the moneybags to
increase their wealth ad .infinitum.
What is surprising is that even the
aocredited representatives of the
work'ers havc apparently accepted
their role, evcn if indirectly. Other-
wise what the unions have to dis-
cuss regarding reopening of closed
m.ills and further development of
industry with ..•.the industrialists?



Transport is
'the road to pro'gress
...and Dunlop
leads the way

OPRC·37R

To meet the evergiowing
demand. Dunlopset up a second
factory in 1959. Today Dunlop
has a tested tyre for almost
every type 'and size of vehicle
plying on our roads. And each
Dunlop tyre is manufactured to
special specifications to suit
India's roads and operating
conditions.
As India's transport moves
ahead, Dunlop is geared te
lead. the way.

after 1950-51, goods traffic by
road increased five times while
passenger traffic shot up by
228%,
Withthisrapidexpansion in road
transport, India is well placed
on the road to progress. And
helping to keep her transport
on the move is Dunlop India.
Dunlop brought in India's first
pneumatic tyre as early as 1898
and opened the country's first
automotive tyre factory in 1936.

An efficient road transport
system is the quickest, surest
way to assure economic
progress, integrate a nation,
Transport links industries with
raw material sources and
markets, connects city and
country, people and places.
o v e r the I a s t 3 0 yea r s,
commercial vehicles in India
have increased ten-fold; over the
last two decades, road mileage
has tripled. In the fourteen years
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Into the future with confidence~..
INDIANOIL is helping to change
the economic face of India
The heart of India beats in her villages. More than 80% of her
population lives in villages scattered all over the country.
Today, village life is changing. Development projects are bringing
pNgress to village people. Anq INDIAN OIL is helping to
take them closer to modern life by contributing to the growth
of agricult-ure, transport and industry.
INDIANOIL is helping to change the life of the common man.
He can look into the future with new hope and confidence.
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ADB : A Case Study In Boutlicking

A S with almost everything else
affecting the United States of

America' in recent years, the quag-
mire of Vietnam was responsible
for a certain shift, during the
middle 1960's, in that country's mode
of economic penetration 'into Asia.
Military intervention, in terms of
prevalent Pentagon strategy, had to
be accompanied by extens.ive 'econo-
mic pacification', and not just in
Vietnam. There was bound to be
outcry all over Asia over the barbari-
ties perpetrated in and around the
Mekong delt~; this outcry needed
to be silenced; large-scale bribing of
the surv.iving population -in Vietnam
-and wherever else American de-
fence personnel had entrenched
themselves in as well as of the people
in other Asian countries was thought
to be the obvious and best way to
quieten the simmering discontent.
Unfortunately, the :inexorable de~
mands of the Vietnam war had led
to the phenomenon of steadily moun-
ting taxation and inducing budget
deficits-which in turn .pushed up
prices-.in the United States. The
end of the war was nowhere in
sight; the nation was, with every day,
a 'wee' hit more tired of Vietnam
and the burden it had caused. An
increase in the rate of taxation, so as
to have sufficient funds for 'econom.ic
pacification' activity in Asia, had to
be ruled out. By cutting the defence
budget, the U.S. administration
could have saved some funds for the
development-cum-br.ibing 9perations in
As.ia: but that would have clearly
amounted to a reductio ad absurdum.

Another way out would have been
to use the resources of the World
Bank and its subsidiaries for the job.
But there were two difficulties. First,
the World Bank's funds were run-
ning rather low on account of the
impact of its past commitments.
Second, for using the Bank for th.is
sectarian purpose, the USA needed
the acquiescence, and even the active
connivance, of its allies in West Eu-
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rope. The latter, however, develop-
ed cold feet. They had to think of
domestic complications that might
follow if the American administration
was to be assisted to turn the World
Bank group of financial institutions
into a blatant instrument for carry-
.ing out the Pentagon policy in Asia.
There was also the factor of West
European selfishness: as ballast
against advancing communism and
as provider of money for postwar re-
construction, they certainly needed
American help; but the past being
the past, the politicians in Paris and
London and Bonn and Rome did
not feel any moral compunction to
help out the Americans when Lyn-
don Johnson was making a fool of
himself in Asia-the Americans
could well stew in their V.ietnam
juice.

In desperation, the U.S. adminis-
tration turned to Japan; there ought
to be some gratitude left at least in
some corner of the world. Ever
since 1945, the Americans had pump-
ed billions of dollars into Japan,
American forces had taken total
charge of Japan's defence, thus
releasing huge budgetary funds for
deployment in economic projects, the
expenditure of American troops-and
the Pentagon's off-shore ourchases-
llad contributed significantly to the is-
land o~ the ri~.ingsun's balance of pay-
ments; in sum, the Americans could
claim that they were co-authors of
Japan's economic miracle. The time
had come, the Walrus sa.id. for a
certain tiny pay-off for all that the
Americans had done, over a period
of twenty long years, for the Japa-
nese; would not the latter Own up
its past debt?

Tokyo Agrees
The Japanese Government did res-

pond to the urgings of the American
administration. But the response had
a quality of its own. Yes, Japan was
willing to share with the USA the
financial burden of the 'pacification'

programme in Asia. For its w.illing-
ness, it had however to be offered a
price; the Americans must agree to
hand over a toy to the Japanese, a
toy over which the Japanese are to
preside, with the Americans playing
a somewhat sedate, secondary role.
Japan was out in the political cold
for long; this toy would become its
vehicle for re-entry into As.ia's politi-
cal 'phere; the American cause of
bribmg parties that needed to be
Lnbed would be furthered, but,
alongside, Japan too would now be-
gin to assert its own role and pro-
mote its own interesls. Beggars can-
not be choosers; the Americans wete
in dire need for a financially lush ally
who would be willing to invest ac-
t.ively in Asia in anti-communist and
anti-people causes.; so much the
better if this ally happened to be an
AS'lian nation itself. Japan was for
an Asian "co-prosperity" scheme for
re-living its past dubious glory; the
Americans too were for such an
Asian "co-prosperity" racket, since it
would provide them with an excellent
cover for ensnaring other Asian coun-
tries into the net of conspiracy, which
ensnaring would no/- be pos~ible if the
Americans set up their own shop in
a revealed, unabashed form. It was
thus with alacrity that the U.S.
administration accepted the Japanese
coun ter-proposal.

II
The toy which Japan had asked

for is the Asian Development Bank.
The inaugural meet.ing of the Bank
was held in Tokyo 'in November
1966; next month, it was formally
opened ~in tillJthat-date safe haven
of anti-communism, Manila, where its
headquarters continue to be located.
To give the Bank a facade of respec-
tahility, the Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East was mean-
while also persuaded to pass a reso-
lution approving the general principles
behind its establishment. The pro-
claimed objective of the Bank is to
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Table I
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Members
(Amount of subscription

(a) Regional Members: Equivalent Million U.S. $)
•1. Afghanistan 4.78

2. Australia 85.00
3. Cambodia 3.50
4. Ceylon 8.52
5. Taiwan 16.00
6. Fiji 1.00
7. Hong Kong 8.00
8. India 93.00
9. Indonesia 25.00

10. Japan 200.00
11. South Korea 30.00
12. Laos 0.42
13. Malaysia 20.00
14. Nepal 2.16
15. New Zealand 22.56
16. Pakistan 32.00
17. Philippines 35.00
18. Singapore 5.00
19. Thailand 20.00
20. South Viet-Nam 12.00
21. Western Samoa 0.06

Total 624.00

(b) Non-Regional Members:
1. Austria 5.00
2. Belgium 5.00
3. Canada 25.00
4. Denmark 5.00
5. Finland 5.00
6. West Germany 34.00
7. Italy 20.00
8. Netherlands 11.00
9. Norway 5.00

10. Sweden 5.00
11. Sw.itzerland 5.00
12. United Kingdom 30.00
13. United States of America 2QO.00

--- -- \4j;-'

Total 355.00
- "'z- "-;

Grand Total (a) + (b) 979.00
----
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India's Share
But the list of regional members

also .includes that great non-aligned
nation, India. In (fact, after the
USA and Japan, India's is the b.iggest
equity contribut.ion-$93 million, or
Rs 69.75 crores. Of this contribu-
tion, we, loyalty personified, . have
already paid four .instalments of $9.3
million each aggregating to $37.2
million (Rs 27.92 crores)-half in
pound sterl.ing or dollars and the
other half in Indian rupees. Get-
ting the enchantingly neutral India
into the camp was a great coup for
the Americans: fence-s.itters like
Afghanistan, Cambodia, Ceylon, Ne-
pal and Pakistan could not resist the
pressure to join the Asian Develop-
ment Bank once Ind.ia was in.

India has not only consented tOI
the membership of the Bank; on
paper, it is one of the quartet, who,
by virtue of their share-holding, are
the main architects of the. Bank's
policies apd operations, the other
three being the USA, Japan and Aus-
tralia. These four countries have

tal subscribed is of the order of $979
million, $624 million from 21 re-
gional members, and $355 million
from 13 non-regional members
(Table I). IThe subscription, half
of which .is payable and the other
half left on call, is payable in five
equal annual instalments, half in
convertible currency and the other
half .in local currency.

The Jist of members is most ins-
tructive. The non-regional member-
ship is composed entirely of the
NATO countries, with Austria, Fin-
land and ~itzerland ·thrown i n.
Of fhe (aggregate amount of $355
million put in by the "non-region-
aJs", nearly two-thirds-$200 m.illion
-is contributed by the USA, with
West Germany struggling as a distant
second. Among the "regional" mem-
bers, one d.iscovers such solidly .Asian
nations as Australia ($85 million) and
New Zealand ($23 million), apart
from the usual claque of America-
I.iners like Taiwan, Thailand, Philip-
pines, South Korea and South Viet-
nam, and all of them led by Japan
($200 million, same as the USA's).
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represented .in full panoply, the
charter of the ADB specifically pro-
vides that the membership of the
Bank be left open also to non-regional
developed countries "who are mem-
bers of the United Nations or any
of .;ts specialised Agencies".

The Bank's authorised capital is
U.S. $1.1 billion. Currently, the capi-·

promote "economk cooperation and
development in the Asian region."
Its structure-including .its mode of
lending operations-has been copied
nearly verbatim~ from .the World
Bank, with the s.ingle exception that,
in lieu of the USA, Japan is the
largest share-holder. To ensure that
the Americans and their cronies are



enough individual votes by themsel-
ves to "elect" their Own Directors
On the Board of the Bank-the re-
maining six places on the Board are
shared out by the rest of the coun-
tries. It is the Board which has the
exclusive responsibility for the gene-
ral directid'n of the operations of the
Bank, the details of which are left to
the management. Predictably, the
President of the Bank, who is the
ch.ief executive officer, is a Japanese.
But India is not left out of its share
of pride in the Bank's manage-
ment: the first V.ice-President is
an Ind.ian.

III
The four permanent members of

the Board of Directors, representing
Japan, the USA, Australia and India,
are the most important entities.in
the Asian Development Bank;
the direction the Bank has taken-
and will take in the future-could
not but be a reflection of the pre-
ferences and predilections of these
four. It will thus be interesting to
analyse the pattern of deployment of
the Bank's resources dur.ing the three-
and-a-half years since its inception.

The normal sources of lending for
the Bank would be out of the share
capital contributions and out of the
loans that the Bank might raise in
the internat.ional capital market. Till
now, no bond has been floated by
the Bank, so that its only source for
regular lending continues to be the
share subscriptions. The charter of
the Bank specifically prov.ides that
90 per cent of such capital-based
lending funds would have to be lent
on terms of financing comparable to
those of the World Bank; it is only
the other 10 per cent which could
be advanced on "soft" terms, that is,
On concessional rates of .interest and
over relatively long periods. In addi-
tion, the Bank can accept special
funds from various countries for par-
ticular types of assistance in the re-
gion; the resources of these special
funds could be used, in accordance
with the terms agreed with the donors,
to provide loans on "soft" terms; till
April, 1970, however, contributions

- 'to the Bank's Special Funds added
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up to less than $70 million. Mem-
bers are also permitted to make
technical assistance contr.ibutions
to the Bank which are then doled
out among other, needy members;
for example, this year India consider-
ed herself important ellough to an-
nounce a technical ass.istance of
Rs 200,000 to enable the Bank to
procure the service.-; of Indian con-
sultants and experts.

Behind the claJ1trap of terms and
conditions, how has the reality of
the Bank's lendIng and techn.ical
operations worked out? In the light
of the genesis of the Bank, how has
the 'pacification' objectives of the
Amer.icans been served through its
activities? What did "neutral" India
intend to achieve by support.ing and
strengthening this joint Japan-U.S.A.
.institution, and have her intentions
been even marginally satisfied?
Ample answers to these questions are
available from Table II, which indi-
cates the details of the loans and
technical assistance granted by the
Asian Development Bank to its mem-
ber countries till April of this year.
The Americans had wanted the Bank
to subserve their interests; their in-
terests are being subserved. Of the
total of $163.48 million lent by the
Bank so far, as much as $43.95 mil-
lion, or 27 per cent, have gone to
eh.iang Kai-shek's Taiwan. Another
$31.30 million, close to one-fifth of the
aggregate, have been claimed by South
Korea. Malaysia has got $18.10 mil-
lion; Thailand, $15.00 l'hill.ion; Phi-
lippines, $7.50 million. These nat.;ons
are not exactly poor by Asian stan-
dards; they nonetheless get the
money: after all, it is their bank, set
up under the aegis of their patrons
and masters, the U.S.A. and Japan.
At the other end, India and Pakistan,
with about the lowest per cap.ita in-
come in the whole world, have got the
short shrift. India has not dared to
ask for a loan, and has received none.
Pakistan has got a paltry $10 mill.ion.
Afghanistan, perhaps because politi-
cally it .is genuninely non-aligned, has
had all its applications for loans turn-
ed down. Fiji, maybe because .it has a
large population of Indian extraction,
has been treated identically. More
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IV
When the Leftist MPs voted to

pass Mrs Indira Gandhi's Appropria-
tions &ll last May, they also voted
the appropriations for the Ministry of
Finance, and thus for the Asian
Development Bank. They have hence
abetted .in the act of using up Indian
taxpayers' money to puff up the eco-
nomies of American henchmen along
the Asian coast, beginning with Ge-
neral Park of South Korea and ending
with President Marcos of the Philip-
p,ines. This is a scandal, but since it
is a scandal belonging to so-called high
finance, the .implications of it get lost
in the mind of the general public.
The decision-makers in India, wh~n
they consented to join the Bank,
might have taken into account the
following conceivable gains: (a)

prowess; it has now a respectable
entree into territories from which it
was blacklisted for two-and-a-half de-
cades. Besides, a major chunk of the
orders for machinery and equipment
against the loans offered by the Bank
would flow into Japan, boosting its
balance of payments. A solid, mata-
rial base for its feeling of sat~sfaction
is not therefore lacking either.
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Despite the ,fact that we're a~ efficient, progressive"
pharmaceutl.cal manufactunng and marketing

~ complex, we re ~uman enough to believe, implicitly,
,. 1Il that old saYing "A Healthy Home Is A Happy

Home". And we like to think
that we've been contributing in
our own small way-to health
and happiness for the last 34
years. For example, we manu-
facture.125 items such as phar-
mac~u~l~al drugs and injections.
speCialities and chemicals each
one of which helps to keep
peopl~ healthy. Many drugs,
essential for the treatment oC
common diseases in the tropics
are manuCactured by us
Crom basic-chemicals. And in
addition, we have an etrec'live
Research Division that is
constantly developing new
ways to fight old problems.

{

the Asian Development Bank. Japan
too has equal reasons for sat.isfaction.
By being awarded the stewardship of
the Bank, it has been granted due
political recognition for its economic
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We've been
marketing

it for
34 years

~ '

!~ East. India Pharmaceutical Works Limited
~ 6, LIttle Russell Street, Calcutta-16.

Happiness
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Loans/technical assistance granted b, the Asian Development BClnk to its
member countries

(as on April 2, 1970) Amount in $ million
Name of Technical

the country Loan Assistance

1. Ceylon 13.19 0.56
2. Taiwan 43.95 0.10
3. Indonesia 3.39 0.76
4. South Korea 31.30 0.07
5. Malaysia 18.10 0.27
6. Nepal 6.01 0.52
7. Pakistan 10.00
8. Phil~ppines 7.50 0.13
9. Singapore 10.00

10. Thailand 15.00 0.29
11. Western Samoa 2.40 0.05
12. Laos 0.97 0.50
13. Cambodia 1.67
14. South Viet-Nam 0.08
15. Afghanistan 0.16

Total 163.48 3.79

than half of the paltry technkal assis-
tance money too has gone to the
politica1l1y "right" countries.

The United States has thus reasons
to be happy with the performance of

'Table II
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the story has not been contradicted
till now.

As regards (c)' above, not one penny
of the purchases out of the Bank's
loans has flowed toward India's direc-
tion. Thus the only reasons for In-
dia's being in the Asian Development
Bank are a near-pathological wish to
placate the Americans at all. cost and
to have a few Indian nationals ins-
talled in fat·salaried jobs On the staff
of the Bank in Manila. It is no sur-
prise that several amongst these In-
dian nationals were previously serving
the Government of India in New
Delhi, and were amongst the most
vociferous supporters of the idea that,
irrespective of .ideology or national
interests, India must join the Bank.

V
One may conclude this note by in-

dicating the direct opportunity cost of
India's sterile membership of the.
Asian Development Bank. Because
of the membership, $93 million of our
resources w.ill be locked up, half of
it in foreign exchange. We will of
course be losing the annual interest
On this amount, but that is not really
the major loss. If we had not sold
out our foreign economic policy lock,
stock and barrel to the Americans,
this quantum of $93 million could
then have been utilised for providing
selective bilateral assistance to some
of our neighbours. We could have
obtained a lot of milage by disbursing
this money between, for example,
Nepal, Burma, Afghamstan, Ceylon,
Fiji, Mauritius and such other coun-

-tries. Such is Our servility that
not only have we stopped trading
with North. Vietnam because of Ame-
rican .injunction, we have handed
over precious resources-which we
ourselves could have used imag.inati-
vely in the international sphere to fur-
ther vital national interests to the
Asian Development Bank so that
Pak's South Korea, Thieu's South
Vietnam and Ch~ang Kai-shek's Tai.
wan might thrive and prosper. It is
however st~ll considered infra dig if
somebody describes us as the boot-
lickers of America. As a non-aligned
nation, we nurture a distaste for
honest descriptions.
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Membership of the Asian Develop-
ment Bank would enable the country
to receive more external resources for
development; (b) Membership of the
Bank would enable India to arrange
for more external loans for countries
wINch are favourably disposed toward
us, such "as Afghanistan; (c) Once
India joins the Bank, a significant
part of the orders for equipment as
against the ADB loans will accrue to
her; (d) Such membership would
enable Ind~a to please the Americans
and the Japanese; and (e) Member-
ship of the Bank would enable Indian
bureaucrats to grab some cushy jobs
on the Bank's staff.

As we have seen, purposes (a) and
(b) have not been served, and will
not be served, for it was never the
intention of the original sponsors of
the Bank to promote general econo-
mic development .in Asia-and parti-
cularly in the poorest countries-; the
purpose of the Bank is to carry out
"economic pacification" a la Amer~-
cain in the politically sensitive spots.
Besides, one could anticipate before-
hand that India would not be One of
the recipients of the crumbs offerred
by the ADB the Bank's charter states
categorically that 90 per cent of the
loanable funds have to be advanced as
per the World Bank's terms of lend-
ing. We had long ceased to qualHy
for the World Bank's loans, which ~s
why the institution of "soft" loans
had to be evolved. Since the ADB's
charter allows only a marginal role
to "soft" loans, India's membersrnp
is totally pointless from that angle.

We have also not been able to help
any of our friendly neighbours to ob-

, tain accommodation from the Bank.
Afghanistan, perhaps our only genuine
ally left in international affairs, had
applied to the ADB for a loan to
finance a road project for connecting
Kabul with a number of Iranian bor-
der towns, wINch would have ena-
bled the land-locked country an open-
ing to the coast besides the one
through Pakistan. The application
has been turned down; recently, the
newspapers .in Afghanistan carried the
story that the Indian Vice-President
of the Bank played a leading part in
negativing the Afghan loan request;



Primary Education
In India

AMARTYA SEN

THERE has been some rise in the
percentage of literacy since

independence. In 1951 about 17
per cent of the population was l~terate,
while today the proportion is thought
to be 33. This is a rise, but hardly
a revolutionary one. The current
rat.io of literacy is still extraordinarily
low, with a clear two-thirds of the
Indian population unable to read or
write. This is a dismal picture, but
it might be argued that the success
of public policy should be better
judged by the proportion of children
attending primary schools rather than
by literacy as such. While this is not.
the whole story, since possibilities of
adult education are enormous in a
country like India, nevertheless I
shall in fact concentrate on primary
enrolment among children.

According to the Planning Com-
mission, 80 per cent of the children
between six and eleven were enrolled
in primary schools ~n 1968-69 (see
The Draft Fourth Five Year Plan
1969-74, p. 280). This might appear
to be a high ratio, and in some ways
it undoubtedly is. But to achieve
universal literacy within the foreseea-

- ble future, it is necessary to make
everyone go through the primary
school system, and to leave every
fifth child outside the school system

. altogether is no way of going about
achieving universal literacy. How-
ever, given our earlier enrolment his-
tory, raising it to 80 per cent is not
an achievement that should be pooh-
poobed, if indeed th~s 80 per cent
figure can be accepted. Unfortuna-
tely, there are very serious reasons to
doubt this pi~ce of official statistics.

First of all, there are difficulties
in deciding which set of official
figures to use among the alternatives

1 This is based on a section of the
author's Lal Bahadur Shastri Memo-
rial Lecture delivered in New Delhi
on the 10th and 11th March, 1970.
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offered. The Planning Commission,
which takes 80 per cent to be the
enrolment ratio in primary education
in 1968-69, asserts that the rat.io was
62 per cent in 1960-61. On the other
hand, the Report of the Education
Commission of India identifies the
ratio to be only 55 per cent for the
year. One source of difference_ is
that the Planning Commission gives
the enrolment ratio for Classes I to
V, whereas the Education Commis-
sion figure refers to Classes I to IV.
This would have, however, made the
Planning Commission ratio lower
rather than higher since the enrol-
ment proportion goes down with
later classes and the ratio for Class V
will almost certainly be lower than
that for Classes I to IV. Thus the
explanation of the higher ~lanning
Commission ratio must be sought
elsewhere.

The main difference lies in the
definition of what is called a "pre-
primary" class and what is called
Class I in primary education. Some
classes that the Education Commis-
sjon treats as pre-primary are lumped
into the primary category by the
Planning Commission. The source
of the trouble is that while in most
states the Secondary School Leaving
Certificate follows ten years of suc-
cessful schooling, the process takes
eleven years in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar
Gujarat, Madras, Maharashtra, and
Orissa, and twelve years in Assam,
Nagaland, and NEFA. But these
certificates from different reg.ions are
taken to be. equivalent to each other,
and these are obtained at roughly
the same age in all the . regions.
Hence the Education Commission
classifies the earliest year or two as
pre-primary in the states with 11-
year or 12-year schooling, while the
Planning Commssion does not make
use of such a distinction. The matter
can be settled only after checking
the exact content of education in the
school years in the long-schooling
states, but there is no definitive study
on this.

But this .is not all. The Planning
Commission figures and those of the
Education Commission both have
the same parentage, viz., the Educa-

tion Ministry itseIt, including ot
cOurse the Ministries of Education of
the different states. There is, how-
ever, an alternative source of data on
school education "for the year 1961,
viz., the Census of India. The pic-
ture there is quite different. For
1961 the total enrolment uf students
in the age-group 6-14 was 41.7 million
according to the Union Ministry of
Education, while according to the
Census the number of full-time
students in that age-group was only
34.6 million. This difference of 7.1
million is mOre than 20 per cent of
the Census figure and can hardly be
dismissed as a minor discrepancy.

What is the source of the diffe-
rence between the Census figures and
the Ministry figures? Partly it is
undoubtedly due to differences in
the definitions used in the two stu-
dies. The Census figures refer only
to students among non-workers, while
the M.inistry concentrates on the
totaa enrolment. Part of the diffe-
rence may be represented by workers
who are enrolled in schools as full-
time students. Does this explain
away the whole difference? This
seems extremely unlikely. The Cen-
sus does not break down the workers
accord.ing to educational activity, but
altogether there are only 14.5 million
workers in the age-group 0-14. We·
do not know how many of them
went to school, but we do know
that only 30 per cent of workers
other than cultivators in this age
group in the urban areas were lite-
rate. Since anyone going to school
is likely to be literate, this gives us
an absolute maximum of the number
of workers going to school. Assum-
ing the same proportion in the rural
areas, the total number of workers in
schools cannot exceed 4.4 ITlillion,
which still leaves 2.7 million enrol-
ment .in the Ministry figures unac-
counted for. In fact, the actual diffe-
rence is likely to be very much more
since literate workers are not neces-
sarily in school. Much frust cannot
be put in the Ministry's enrolment
figures as representing the actual
number of school students.

Indeed, there are good economic
reasons for expecting that the Minis-
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try's enrolment figures are biased .in
an upward direction. These data are
collected by the State Ministries in
the same complex of activities which
includes giving grants to the schools.
The grants depend on the number ot
students enrolled, which provides a
built-in bias in the procees of report-
ing of enrolment. There is no com-
parable distortion in the Census fi-
gures, and much of the difference of
the two sets of figures may ar.ise
simply from this.

On~ other difficulty in the enrol-
ment ratios of the Planning Com-
mission and the Educat.ion Commis-
sion lies in the fact that they re-
present the proportion of all students
in certain classes to the population
of the corresponding age-group. But
in fact many students in a class are
older or younger. For primary edu-
cation this tends to inflate the ratio
a great deal since the number of
older boys in primary classes is much
more than the number of younger
boys in post-primary classes.

Furthermore, the problem of droIt~
out is a serious one in rural educa-
tion. People may drop out but may
continue to be enrolled. So the en-
rolment figures may mislead.

If we go by the Census figures
and make the appropriate age correc-
tions, the proportion of full-time stu-
den ts in the primary age-group (6-11)
will appear to be only 44 per cent.
This has to be compared with the
Ministry's enrolment ratio of 55 per
cent and the Planning Commission's
claim of 62 per cent, all relating to
1960-61. If a similar discount is
applied to the Planning Commis-
sion's figure of 80 per cent for 1968-
69, we shall get the ratio of full-time
students last year as merely 57 per
cent of the primary age group., The
story of primary education looks more
and more disquieting the deeper we
go into the data.

Further, there are major disparities
both between sexes and among re-
gions. The schooling ratio for girls
is even less than half of that of the
boys according to the Census figures.
And the regional contrasts are very
sharp indeed. While.in Kerala there
were very few non-school-goers, in
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Madhya Pradesh only 36 children in
a hundred were full-time primary
school students. The figure was
slightly lower for Bihar, and for
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan the
number LOuched the low of 30 and
29 respectively. In these states the
battle against illiteracy would seem
to have hardly begun.

The picture is disquieting not mere-
ly because of the social injustice in-
volved in denying primary education
to the illiterate children. There is
also a massive waste of economic op-
portunities involved in this. It is, of
course, not easy to estimate precisely
the economic impact of primary edu-
cation, but the studies that exist
would seen to indicate a high rate of
economic return from social invest-
ment in primary education. For ex-
ample, in a painstaking and thorough
study of the problem Mark Blaug,
Richard Layard and Maureen W ood-
hall find the social rate of return from
primary education to be about 15.2
per cent as opposed to 10.5 per cent
in secondary educat.ion and 8.9 per
cent for general college education
(B.A., B.Sc. and B.Com.). There are
important technical difficulties with
the methodology .involved in the
Blaug-Layard-Woodhall estimates, but
if we correct these biases, their ge-
neral conclusions would become even
sharper. Conventional economic
procedures do .indicate a much higher
rate of return in primary education
than in other branches of education.

The Blaug~Layard-Woodhall esti-
mates of rates of return from pri-
mary education are based largely on
employmnet opportunities in the ur-
ban areas. The impact of education

'on the rural economy, in particular
on agriculture, has been a matter of
debate for some time now. This is
a field where the amount of work
done is still inadequate and much of
public thinking is based on hunches
of one kind or another. The tradi-
tional view is to regard formal edu--
cation including literacy to be un
important from the point of view ot
agricultural productivity .and to argue
that all that matters is the tradil:aonal
"wisdom" of the peasant. T11.isglib
view, comforting as it is to educa-

tional authorities, has been success-
fully challenged by a variety of
studies recently, notably in a Ph.D.
thesis of Dr D. P. Chaudhuri re-
cently completed at the Delhi Schuol
of Economics. Dr Chaudhuri uses
inler-state data, inter-district data,
inter-village data and inter-family
data to see how differences in educa-
tional levels relate to differences in
productivity and finds .in most cases
a significant positive assoc.iation. This
association survives even when due
account is taken of variations of other
economic features involved in the
interrelationship. It would appear
from this that educational dif-
ferences do affect agricultural pro-
ductivity, and schooling is a relevant
constituent of a programme of agri-
cultural expansion.

> Impact on Agriculture
In this context I should comment

on three special aspects of the impact
of education on agricultural produc-
tion that must be understood to ap-
preciate the nature of the problem.
First, in traditional studies of econo-
mics of education it is often assumed
that education is another input like
any other, such as fertilizer, seeds, or
water. On this assumption one
might try to find out how output
would increase if the educational le-
vel of the cultivators rose given the
other factors of production and that
would be a way of isolating the con-
tribution of education to productivity.
It is, however, natural to expect that
having more education would in-
crease the profitabil.ity of applying
other factors of production. But in
the traditional neo-classical approach
it is assumed that in each case all
factors are appJ.ied up to a point
that maximises profits so that in
each case the marginal costs and
marginal benefits from the use of
each input are exactly balanced, and
it can be shown that under these
circumstances the partial impact
equals the total impact.

This view, I would argue, is too
mechanical to be used for observing
the impact of education on agricul-
tural productivity. Education affec.ts
a person's horizon of VISIOn; it is
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not just like any other input. The
ma.in point is not that given other
factors of production having more
education increases the yield of out-
put, though education may also do
this. The real point .is that education
affects the way the cultivator thtnks
about everything, including produc-
tion and it also affects his attitude,
towards other inputs. For example
the profitabil.ity of using fertili-
zers may become clear to a peasant
if he can read a 'hand-bill on it rather
than relying solely on verbal commu-
cation. Furthermore, the thorough-
ness with which the cult.ivator can
investigate the economic opportuni-
ties of using modern inputs may
vary greatly with the extent of educa-
tion so that in viewing the impact of
education a broader view w.ill have
to be taken. The impact of more
education given all other factors of
production may be small, but we are
concerned also with how the other
factors change in response to
education.

My second observation concerns
the use of .inter-family data in study-
ing the effect of education on the
use of modern inputs. The evidence
here is conflicting though certainly
the hypothesis that education affects
the use of modern inputs gets some
support and cannot be easily rejected
on the basis of the available Indian
data. But what is more important
is the neces,.ity to consider th~s re-
lationship not in the context of mter-
family variations but in terms of lar-
ger groups and classes. The advan-
tages of schooling, especially of se-
condary sCITooTing,apply not merely
to the person who goes through this
but sprcad also to his neighbours.
Treating families as completely iso-
lated is not a very good assumption
even for the rural communit.ies in
Europe or America, but in India it is
fatal. What economists call "ex-
ternalit.ies" is crucial to the problem.
The entire organisation of rural so-
ciety and economy is such that on a
variety of matters, includ.ing the use
of modern inputs and new varieties
of seeds, communication between dif-
ferent members of the same village
or community is extensive and the
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influence on one another is great.
Therefore the "right units for study
are not families but communities,
classes or villages. In fact, some-
times even villages may be too small
as units. The picture emerging from
inter-family data should not, there-
fore, be taken too seriously even if
they had been conclusive. It is very
important to be careful about units
of influence and commun.1cation in
dealing with a factor like education.
Neither lis education an input in
the mechanical sense in which it is
sometimes taken, nor is it a factor
that influences only its owner.

My third point concerns the im-
pact of school education on econo-
mic operations through changes .in
social and political elements in the
system. Administrative factors' are
becoming increasingly important in
the operation of Indian agriculture;
this may extend not merely to the
channeling of credit but also to
the systematic use of irrigation water,
the division of scarce fertilizers, the
supply of new varieties of seeds, and
other group activities. The adminis-
trative possibilities are, of course,
substantially affected by the educa-
tional background of the villages.
But more than this even the polit.i-
cal organization of the village or of
the society at large may .depend
substantially on educational factors.

There have been observations on
the correlation between literacy rates
and the pattern of voting. These stu-
dies, wh.ich seem to give positive re-
results, are however, in their infancy.
It is difficult to say how strong these
considerations might be, but it is
important to recognise that a study
of the impact of education must go
into these broader considerations in
order to be complete. If, for ex-
ample, having a more literate or edu-
cated rural population makes it eas~er
for the government to carry through
a vigorous policy of land reform bas-
ed on an active cooperation of the
villagers in exposing evasion of the
reform legislations, this is c(;rtainly
relevant. If educational expans.ion
help~ _social workers or political
activists to mobilise the rural popu-

lation into being more conscious of
their rights and less tolerant of so-
cial inequ.ities and of administrative
abose and corrupt.ion, that is rele-
vant also. We may not ~now pre-
cisely how these factors work but it
would be foolish to assume that posi-
tive relations of this ki~d do not
exist.

It should };e clcar from all this
that the f(1i:ure of public policy in
primary er1ncation has to be judgcd
in terms ut a framework w.ider than
that permitted by traditional, neo-
clasf.ical economics. I should, how-
ever restate that even .in terms
of neo-classical economics the
picture that emerges is one of
considerable malallocation of edu-
catj(;nal investment with a fignificant
frli~.ureto invest sufficiently in pri-
mary educat.ion. This is certain-
ly true, but what I am trying
to emphasize here is that the
magnitude of the economic failure
cannot be fully caught by estimates
based on traditional neo-classical
methods. The fact of economic
failure comes out under both the
approaches but the traditional ap-
proach neglects certain crucial as-
pects of the problem and therefore
does not give us the total picture of
primary educational failure.

The fa.ilure of economic allocation
and of financial planning has not been
the only deficiency of primary edu-
cation. There have also been signi-
ficant organizational mistakes. One
example is the lack of coordi·nation
between rural schooling and the re-
quirements of the rural economy.
There has been a fair amount of
discussion recently on the content of
the curriculam in school education
in the rural areas, and its remote-
ness from the life of the pea-
sants has been widely noted. I would,
therefore, not go into this here; the
importance of these considerations
is well known. I would, however,
like to go into one particular problem
of .coordination that we have found
to be very important in the context
of a study undertaken at the Agri-
cultural Economics Research Centre
of the University of Delhi. This
study was jointly done by Amit
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Bhaduri, p. P. Chaudhuri, H. Lax-
minarayan and myself.

It is generally Iknown that one
reason for the failure of primary edu-
cation in rural areas is a very high
ratio of drop-outs. The ratio of
drop-alit in India is one of the highest
in the wl'Jrld, and in some parts of
India the figures are fantast.ic, es-
pecially for girls. It would appear
from the Second AIl-India Education
Survey Report that while 70 per cent
of the boys and 66 per cent of the
g.irls in Kerala see their way through
from Class I to Class IV in primary
schools, only 27 per cent of the
boys and 15 per cent of the
girls do this in Bihar. The position
varies greatly from state to state but
the overall rate of drop-out is very
high. In trying to relate drop-outs to
various factors including facilities
provided in the schools, it was found
that the relationship was not very
strong, so that the problem cannot
be easily handled by the expansion
of such things as playground facili-
ties, nearness to the place of resi-
dence, etc., even though these may
be desirable for their own sake. An
important factor in drop-out is the
income level of the child's family;
the poorer a peasant is the more
likely he is to drop out, given other
things. Caste also seems to be a
relevant factor and lower-caste people
have a greater tendency to drop out,
which is probably partly a reflection
of the relation between income and
caste but may also be partly inde-
pendent of income. The question
thus relates to the general social and
economic structure of the village
community. In this field possibili-
t.ies of change rave well-known
hindrances.

There is, however, one very simple
factor that seems to be crucial to the
question of drop-out. There is fairly
strong evidence that the tendency to
drop out is very much sharper when
the seasonal peaks of agricultural acti-
vity are reached. In Uttar Pradesh
and Punjab, to which our study was
confined, the drop-out was significant
both at the Kharif season as well as
the Rabi season during sowing and
harvesting, though in Punjab the
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drop-out seemed to be greater in
Kharif than in Rabi. Some school
teachers even reported 40' to 50 per
cent drop-out at the time of sowing
and harvesting of Kharif crops.
While drop-outs referred to here may
be of a short-term nature to start
with, nevertheless short-term drop-
outs frequently trigger off a long-run
stay-nway. Thus, the agricultural
activity peaks may initiate a depar··
ture from the school altogether.

Unfortunately, the timing of the
academic year in the rural schools
does not seem. to be at all integrated
with the agr.icultural activities. In
fact, frequently the examinations
coinc.ide with peak harvesting activity,
as for example in U.P. where examina-
tions are held in April when Rabi
harvesting .is at its peak. In so far
as the children of many families help
out at the time of peak activities of
agr.iculture there is a built-in bias in
the system towards a high proportion
of drop-outs and wastage. It is per-
haps one more reflection of our
inability to relate educational arrange-
ments to the overall nature of the
society and the economy, and the
unfortunate results are very serious
indeed.

The failure of publ.ic policy in
primary education has been spec-
tacular. It.is a failure that relates
not merely to educational budgeting
and to allocation of investmenlt but
also to the requirements of integrat-
.ing primary education to It:he econo-
mic life of the country. These failu-
res-towering as they are-have often
escaped attention for a variety of rea-
sons some of wh.ich we have discussed,
e.g., the limited framework of neo-
classical economics in terms of which
much of economic thinking on educa-
tion takes pake, and traditional habits
of thought given to making empty
and .inexpensive eulogies to Itihe wis-
Gam of the illiterate peasant. But
perhaps the most ,important reason
is the systematic bias .in the official
statistics ot primary educat.ion yield-
ing a picture that.is quite unreal.
Failure of policy makin.g has been
matched by a blackout of information,
and that-glory be to God-has
hidden the wound from publIc view.

Indian Maoism-Two
Shades?

l\IALLIKARJUNA RAO

THE first recorded debate in the
world communist movement on

the legitimacy of Mao Tse-tung's
theories as part of Marxism-Leninism
took place in India in 1948-49 and
the first open denunciation of these
theories as alien to Marxism.Leninism
came from the General Secretary of
the Communist Party of [ndia, B. T.
Ranadive, in 1949. In the wake of
the "left sectarian" deviation at the
Calcutta (Second) Congress of the
CPI early in 1948, the Andhra com-
munists, who were already leading an
armed struggle of the Telengana pea-
santry, turned to' Mao Tse-tung's
New Democracy (published in 1944)
in their search for revolution based
on a four-class alliance and the tactic
of peasant partisan warfare. Rana-
dive, who advocated the new.fangled
theory oJ the "intertwining" of the
two stages of revolution and wanted
the entire bourgeoisie to be fought,
had to extend his polemic to reach
the very source of the A.ndhra com-
munist 'heresy-Mao Tse..tung him-
self. Ranadive wrote: " ... "we must
state emphatically. that the Commu.
nist Party of India has accepted
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin as the
authoritative sources of Marxism. It
has not discovered new sources of
Marxism beyond these. Nor for that
matter is there any communist party
which declares adherence to the so-
called theory of new democracy al-
leged to be propounded by Mao and
declares it to be a new addition to
Marxism." Ranadive was equating
Mao Tse-tung with Tito and Earl
Browder when he said it was "im-'
possible for communists to talk light-
ly about new discoveries, enrichment,
because such claims have proved to
be a thin cloak for revisionism". The
Andhra communists were invoking
Mao Tse.tung in June 1948 when
what now is regarded as Mao's theo-
ries or known as Maoism had not
been formalised under this nomen.
clature. The Chinese revolution had-
not yet triumphed fully and the Peo-



Differences
There is broad agreement among

the various Indian Maoist groups on
the international general line. There
is also broad agreement among them
on the stage of the Indian revolution,
though the CPI (M1.) identifies it as
the people's democratic stage (seman-
tically this is in agreement with the
CP (M's) while the Revolutionary
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formation of the party. Its resolu-
tion said that an excellent revolu-
tionary situation existed in the coun-
try and there was growing unity of
revolutionary ranks. The political
and organisational needs of a fast
developing struggle could no longer
be met by a co-ordination c;ommittee
because "without a revolutionary
party, there can be no re,,-olutionary
discipline and without revolutionary
discipline the struggles cannot be
raised to a higher level." Its earlier
idea that a party should be formed
only "after all the opportunist ten-
dencies, alien trends and undesirable
elements have been purged through
class struggle is nothing but subjec-
tive idealism. To conceive of a
party without contradictions, with-
out the struggle between the opposi-
lies, i.e. to think of a pure faultless
party is to indulge in idealist fanta-
sy." Thus the CPI (ML) was formed
fram above. Kanu Sanyal said at
the Calcutta Maidan rally on May 1,
1969, that those who speak of build-
ing a party through Istruggtle are
indulging in petty-bourgeois roman-
ticism.

In contrast, the Revolutionary
Communist Committee of Andhra
Pradesh (formerly the State Co-ordi-
nation Committee of Communist Re·
volutionaries) believes in building a
party in the course of revolutionary
struggle. It has taken .a decision
in principle to form a party but
thinks, as its journal Janasakti
made clear, that revolutionary action
should precede the forlJlation of a
revolutionary party.

But the differences between the
cpr (M1.) and the Andhra Maoists
relate primarily to the tactical line.
The first difference is over the prin-
cipal contradiction in India. The
second difference, obviously an off-
shoot of the first, relates to the form
of struggle. Or, more specifically, to
three sub-issues: Is guerilla warfare the
only form of struggle in the present
stage in India? Is there any need
for mass organisation to carryon the
democratic struggle? Should a
Maoist party be a secret organisa-
tion?

These are the; issues being debated ,
within and among the various Maoist
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Communist Committee of Andhra
Pradesh calls it the new democratic
stage.

The first point of difference :be-
gins with the very beginning. The
manner in which the CPI (ML) was
formed has not met with approval
of many of the Maoist groups. The
first countrywide co-ordination of
Maoists took place in the form of the
All-India Co-ordination Committee
of the Revolutionaries of the CPI (M)
in November 19&7 and it included
Maoists who had left the CPI (M) or
had been expelled as welI as those
stilI in the party. The co-ordination
was not a party or even the nucleus
of a party and its spon~ors wanted a
party and programme through a pro-
cess of revolutionary struggles. After
the Burdwan plenum o.f the CPIl,(M)
in April 1968, the majority of the
party's membership in Andhra: Pra-
desh was in revolt and the Andhra
Pradesh Co-ordination Committee of
Communist Revolutionaries was form-
ed. It sough affiliation to the All-
India Co~ordination Committee a few
months later. But in February 1969,
following serious differences with the
l\ndhra Pradesh unit, the all-India
co-ordination disaffiliated the unit.

Alongside, at the same meeting
(February 1969), the AJICCCR decid~
ed to go ahead with, the formation
of a new party, contrary to its own
views earlier against any hasty step
towards the goal. For instance, in
May 1968 the AICCCR, reviewing the
year since Naxalbari, renewed its
call for building a "true communist
party" in the course of N axalbari-
type struggles, for "revolution can-
not be victorious without a revolution-
ary party." But Chanl Mazumdar, the
principal theoretician of the AICCCR,
was not sure that the time had come
for the formation of a new party.
He wrote that "the primary condi-
tions for building up a revolutionary
party is to organise armed struggle in
the countryside" and that a Maoist
party cannot be formed merely by
gathering together "the \variou,s so.-
called Marxists who profess the
thought of Chairman Mao Tse-tung
and revolt against the leadership of
the party ... "

But in February 1969, the AICCCR
leadership decided on the immediate
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pIe's Republic of China had not
been founded when the Andhra com~
munists hailed Mao Tse-tung's New
Democracy and regarded him as a
new source of Marxism.

Twenty years later, the wheel has
turned a full circle. The Comm.u~
nist Party of India split into two in
] 964. The Communist Party of In-
dia (Marxist), formed in 1964, re-
jecteci at its Eighth Congress (Dec~
cember 1968) an amendment to its
political resolution requiring it to
accept Mao Tse~tung's thought as the
Marxism-Lenlinism of the present
epoch. Later, in May, 1969, its

'Politbureau suggested that the analy-
sis of the world situation contained
in the main document of the Eighth
Congress of the Communist Party of
China had nothing to do with Marx-
ism-Leninism.

With this the polarisatian in the
Indian communist movement was
compiete. The CPI and the CPiII(M)
constitute the non-Maoist or anti-
Maoist wing. The Communist Party
of India (Marxist-Lenini~t), form-
ed in April 1969, is the only orga~
nised Maoist party in India though
it cannot claim to represent the ma-
jority of Maoists in the country. The
Revolutionary Communist Commit-
tee of Andhra Pradesh as welI as
other formations have chosen to
keep out of the new party. But just
as the CPI is the only legitimate
communist party in India in Russian
eyes, the CPI (ML) is the only ge-
nuine communist party in Chinese
eyes. The Communist Party of
China conferred "recagnition" on
the CPI (ML) by reprinting excerpts
from its political resolution in the
PeoPle's Daily (July 2, 1969). But
there are two princ'ipal shades
of Maoism in India·-one represent-
ed by the em (M1.) and the other
by the Andhra Maoists.



groups in India, including the An.
dhra Maoist group.

Main Contradiction
The CPI (ML) 's political resolu-

tion identifies the principal contra-
diction in India as between feudalism
and the Imsses of the peasantry and
the immediate task as people's demo-
cratic revolution, the main component
of which .is agral~ia,n revolution to
end feudalism. "Comprador.bureau.
cratic capitalism and United States
Soviet imperi<tlism", being the main
props of feudalism, have to be fought
too. Some of the other groups think
imperialism is the main enemy and
feudalism and comprador bourgeoisie
survive only with the help of im.
perialism. The Immediate Pro.
gramme of the RCC of Andhra says
that India is a "neo-colony" exploit-
ed by the U.S., British and Soviet
imperialists and along with imperial-
ism, fedualism is also an eXploiting
force. "The task of the new-demo.
cratic revolution is to destroy impe.
rialism, feud<tlism, comprador bour.
geoisie and the bureaucratic capi tal.
ism i.e., the big bourgeoisie and then
to establish a new-democratic State".

The CP (ML) 's class strategy is
one of a "reyolutionary front of all
revolutionary classes" accordi,ng to
its political resolution; which com.
mends Mao Tse.tung's theory of peo.
pIe's war as the only means of
struggle. It says, "iIt the poor and
landless peasants, who constitute the
majority of the peasantry, the firm
ally of the working class, united with
the middle peasants, then the vast
section of the people will be united
and the democratic revolution will
inevitably win victory. It is the res·
ponsibility of the working class as the
leader of the revolution to unite with
the peasantry-the main force of the
revolution-and advance towards sei-
zure of power through armed strug-
gle. It is on the basis of worker-
peasant alliance that a revolutionary
united front of all classes will be
built up." But the party does not
seem to be clear how to achieve the
task of building a "revolutionary
front of all revolutionary classes".
The CPI (ML) 's documents repeated.
ly exmphasise guerilla warfare waged
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by the peasa,ntry against the land-
lords as the only form of struggle in
the present stage of revolution. There
is little mention of the need for
mass organisations or for an agrarian
programme as a concommitant of pea-
sant struggle. To go by published
material, an article by Charu Mazum.
dar in Ghatana Prabaha (Vol. II, No.
I) is revealing. Rejecting the ideas
of a mass organisation, he advocates
the building of a secret organisation

.through which the poor and land.
less peasants ca,n establish their
leadership of the peasant movement.
"Obyiously all the peasants do not
at first wage guerilla war, it is started
by the advanced, class conscious sec-
tion. So at the beginning it may
appear to be the struggle of a hand.
ful of people. It is not the Che
(Guevara) style guerilla war because
this war is started not by relying on
weapons but on the co-operation of
the unarmed people. So this strug-
gle cou Id be started only by propa-
gating the politics of seizure of power
among the peasantry and this task
can be achieved by the party unit
formed of poor and landless peasants.
[he party unit can fulfil this task
only by organising guerilla W'ar by
poor and landless peaJSants... Guerilla
war is the only tactic of the pea.
sant's rcvolu.tionary struggle. This
c<tnnot be achieved by any mass or-
ganisation through open struggle."
~rt<tlics added).

The main criticism by other Maoist
gm'ups is that the cm, (ML) 's line
of thinking is opposed to Mao Tse-
tung's thought because by considering
armed struggle by the peasantry the
only form of struggle, it is minimis-
ing or even ignoring the role of the
working class and the tasks in the
urban areas and the role of mass
urganisations.

Andhra tine
As for the Andhra RCC the em-

phasis is not on armed clashes wi th
the landlords and the State autho-
ri ty throug-h a handful 'of reva! u-
tionaries but on mass armed strug-
gles. A statement on armed struggle
(July 1969) notes that "only through
mass revolutionary rallies, revolution-

ary organisation and mass armed
struggle we can dissolve the present
big landlord, big bourgeois imperial-
ist system."

The contours of the revolutionary
front the Andhra RCC has in view
are ~ "The worbng (!lass will lead
the united front. Along with work-
ers and peasants, middle classes and
(the) 'national bourgeoisie will also
be in this united front", to achieve
the new-democratic revolution. The
line is based on the inseparable re-
lationship between the party, armed
struggle and united front.

A document, devoted to examining
the RCC's difIerences with the Sri.
kakulalll unit affiliated to the CPI
(ML), on the conduct 0.£ the Girijan
armed struggle in Srikakulam tribal
tract, dearly declares that to begin
guerilla struggle, participation of the
masses is a necessary condition. An
agrarian prognmme is the basis of
all peasant struggle. According to
the RCC, the starting, development,
consolidation and extension of all
the struggles of the peasantry would
have to be based on an "agrarian
revolutionary programme". Libera-
tion [or the peasantry means :libe.
ra tion from the landlord-imperialist
system. Though complete liberation
is possible a·nly after the establish.
ment of base areas, seizure o[ power
throughout India and after the estab-
lishment of a new-democratic gov-
ernment, "liberation begins with
the startirig of class struggles, with
the starting of anti-landlord Istrug-
gles, with the starti,ng of the Agrari<lil
Revolutionary Programme", accord-
ing to the document.

Elections
On the call [or boycott of elections

the RCC's Immediate Programme
urges action to implement the RCC's
earlier decision to boycott the pan-
chayat elections in Andhra Pradesh.
It is not a mere question of the Re-
volu tionary Communists boycotting
the pol! but one of persuading the
people not to participate in the elec.
tions. "To achieve this we niust
mainly depend on the consciousness
and organising capacity of the people.
No short.cut methods are to be allow-
ed or treaded", it warns, because "we
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must specify that the issue at hand
is not mere boycott of elections by_
the 'people" but Ito ~conV\ince them
that people's war is the path for them
and that the village soviets and peo-
ple's committees which would con-
stitute the foundation of the ~new
people's democratic revolutionary
State" in the villages and provide the
leadership for implementing the agra-
rian programme.

The RCC thinks that its attempt
to give a positive content to the slo-
gan of election boycott at the gras,-
roots level gives a new dimension to
the concept of organising the pea-
santry for action. Where the RCC
commands the majority followi,ng in
a panchayat village, boycott of elec-
tions leads to an unprecedented situa-
tion. The majority will be outside
the government-sponsored panchayat
commi ttee and form their own paral-
lel "people's committee". The peo-
pIe's committees in the "boycott"
villages will function in competition
with the government-sponsored com-
mittees, the sanction coming from
the majority of the people. These com-
mittees will undertake law, revenue,
village defence (against attacks of
landlords or government machinery)
tasks and when the peasant struggles
move to higher forms, would become
the v~llage soviets. These committees
would also work as the united front
committees, initiate and carry out
agrarian reform and will play their
role in the armed struggle. Revolu-
tionary communists would domina te
these committees and provide the
leadership but these would have the
participation of agricultural labour
and the poor peasants and others.
As the movement goes ahead, a few
representa ives of the rich peasants
might be taken in. But these com-
mittees are to have a clear class out-
look and ideology ..

The 'Immediate Programme clearly
emphasises the role of mass organisa-
tions for t he peasantry, working class,
students and other sections of the
people. In contrast the CPI (ML)
seems to have a distrust of mass or-
ganisations and urban areas in gene-
ral.

It would be quite some time be-
fore the major Maoist groups out-
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side the CPI (ML) 's fold find agree-
ment on a tactical line and form a
'new pan y or before there is a full
discussion on a tactical line leading
to a single, unified Maoist party in
India. But at the moment the rela-
tionship between the CPI (ML) and
other Maoist groups including the
ReC is a non-antagonistic one, just
as the relationship between the two
non-Maoist communist parties is a
non-antagonistic one.

But meantime, the application of
the two different tactical lines-of
the C'P\I (ML) and of the RCC-
and their results would be a £asci-
nating experiment to watch.

The Naxalite Tactical
Line

ABHIJNAN SEN

EVER since the beginning of the
Nax.albari movement an inter-

minable controversy has been going on
oyer the question of strategy and tac-
tics of the Indian revolution. The
amount of polemical literature that
!has so far been 'chu,rned out may
well fill several voillimes. So the
present article does not intend to
add to these staggering volumes. Its
purpose simply is to trace in bare
outline the evolution of Naxa]ite
tactics in the countryside. To be
more precise, the focus is strictly on
the principal Naxalite stream that
organised itself as the CPIII(ML) .

The tactical line of mobilising and
rousing the peasantry through "anni-
hilation of class enemies" which was
finalised arol~nd April 1969 had,
however, been taking shape for quite
some time. One of the first impor-
tant attempts in this regard was made
by Kanu Sanyal in his "Report on
the Peasant Struggle in the Terai"
(Deshabrati, October 24, 1968). The
report dealt not oilly with the tactics
ra<::tually employed by the revc~:ul
tionary peasants of the Naxalbari,
Kharibari and Phansidewa areas but
made some general observations
about the tactics to be employed in
the next phase of the struggle.

The broad strategic objective of the
communist revolutionaries who laun-
ched the Naxalbari stru[~gle is to
liberate the countryside by waging a
protracted people's war and then en-
circle the cities. Naturally one of
their princip:l1 tactical problems re-
lates to the moLilisation bf the pea-
sants for armed struggle and creation
of liberated areas. Kanu Sanyal des-
cribed in detail the way the peasants
were drawn into the struggle and
how they set up aon embryonic form
of people's power in a limited area.

The process of poli ticalising the
peasants of the area had started quite
a few years ago. The local peasants'
association under the leadership of
the revolutionaries had in the past
launched a number of struggles on
partial and economic demands. A
qualitative change came in March
1967 when the Peasants' Association
of the Siliguri sub-division called up-
on the peasants to launch a struggle
for the seizure of political power.
Specifically the peasants were urged to
establish the control of the peasam
committees on all the affairs of the
village, to get organised and armed
for smashing the resistance of jote-
dars and other reactionaries, to
break the monopolistic hold of jote-
dars over land and redistribute them
through peasant committees. In res-
ponse to this call thousancls of pea-
-sants. held numerous group discus-
sions and meetings, formed branches
of peasant committees and armed
themselves. As Sanyal noted, since
every small struggle of the peasants
had in the past edcountered armeel
repression the sl6gan 'political power
grows ou t of the barrel of a gun' had
a magic effect in organising them.
Thus after the peasants had been
aroused and organised they went
ahead to implement the elecisions of
the Peasa·nts' Association.

The ten principal activities of the
peasants listed by Kanu Sanyal give
ao\1 idea of the methods by which the
decision was implemented. The first
achievement of the peasants was tu
strike at the monopolistic lanel-holcl-
ing of the jotedars which js the baSIS
of the latter's political, economic anel
social dominance. The land of the
whole of Terai was "nationalised"
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for redistribu.tion among peasants.
The second, third and fourth cate-
gories consisted in the destruction of
all land records and papers concern-
ing debt and seizure of foodgrains,
livestock and other properties of the
jotedars for redistribution among the
people, T.he fifth was public trial
and execution of jotedars known
for their oppressive past or of those
who resisted peasant struggle. Their
other achievements, according to
Kanu Sanyal, consisted in the b\lild-
ing TIp of a village self-defence force
armed with home-made and captur.
ed weapons and replacement of
bourgeois-feudal power by people's
power.

One thing that comes out clearly
from Sanyal's report is that, al-
though initiated by the revolution-
aries of the Peasants' Association, the
N axalbari movement was something
of a mass upsurge in which spon-
taneity and mass initiative far out.
weighed the planning and discipline
required 'Of a revoh .•tionary ,move-
ment. Without praper politicalisa_
tion, military experience and disci-
pline the movement suffered setbacks
in t~e face of police repression. The
very open and public nature 'Of their
declaratian and preparation for arm-
ed struggle must also have exposed
them too much befare they could get
sufficiently organised. Perhaps that
is why Kanu Sanyal suggested that
in the next phase 'Of struggle they
would set up party units which will
nat 'Only be armed but will also be
"trained to maintain secrecy". Such
party units wm /prDpagate lMao1'~
thaughts, intensi.fy class struggle and
"as guerilla units strike and annihi-
late class enemies". They were alsa
expected ta participate with the peo-
ple in praduction whenever possible.

Mazumdar's Suggestions
A conference of the revalutionary

peasants 'Of the Naxalbari area held
in September 1968 ~reaffirmEld Ithe
line suggested by Sanyal-the build_
ing 'Of party units ta prapagate Maa's
thoughts, intensify class struggle and
launch guerilla attacks on class ene-
mies, police informers and even the
army if such appartunity arises. Sa
far the sole concern 'Of the party
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unit, it had been thaught, was assa.
ciated with armed struggle far the
seizure 'Of palitical power. However,
Charu M azumdar had by that time
just come up with same additianal
suggestions about the tactical line.
Tn an article entitled "1''0 the Com-
rades" (Deshabrati, August 1, 1968)
he said, "the comrades wha are wark-
ing in peasant areas, while engaged
in propagating palitics should nat
minimize the necessity 'Of placing a
general slagan an econamic demands.
Because withaut drawing the large
sectian of peasants intD the move-
ment backward peasants cannot be
brought in a position to grasp poli-
tics or keep up their hatred against
class enemies." In another article
pu blished in Deshabrati (October 17,
1968) Charu Mazumdar further ela-
barated on the prohlem of mobilis-
ing the backward sections of the pea-
santry. While insisting on the neces.
si1:Jyof secret political propaganda by
the party so as not to prematurely
expose it ta repression, he however,
pointed out that backward peasants
would be late in grasping politics
under this methad. "And for this
reason", he wrote, "it is and will be
necessary to launch economic strug-
gles against the feudal classes. For
this reason it is necessary tD lead
movements for the seiZure of crops,
the form 'Of the struggle depending
on the political consciausness and
organization of the area." He fur-
ther stated that "without widespread
mass struggle of the peasants and
without the participitian of large
sections of the masses in the move.
ment the palitics of seizure of power
would take time in striking roots in
the consciousness of the peasants".

This line of launching mass strug-
gles for economic demands did not,
however, quite fit into the tactics of
secret paliticalisatian by underQ'round
and armed party units. Implicit in
Mazumdar's writing was that hath
these methods of arousing the pea-
sants would continue simultcmeotlsly.
But the 'Open nature of the mass
struggle for economic gains would
expose the party apparatus and de-
feat the purpose 'Of secret political
propaganda by the party units. This
dilemma was resolved in mid.1969

when, drawing on the teaching 'Of
Lin Piaa that "gu,erilla warfare is the
only way ta mabilise and apply the
whole strength 'Of the peaple against
the enemy", Mazumdar said, "the
revolutionary initiative 'Of wider sec-
tion~ of the peasant masses can be
released thr'Ough annihilatian 'Of class
enemies by guerilla methods and
neither ma,~s organization nor mass
movement is indispensable befarp.
starting guerilla war." (Quoted in
De'Shahrati, April 23, 1970, p. II).
Later he further clarified his stand
ta mean that mass struggle for eco-
namic gains wauld follow guerilla
action, not precede or accampany it.
In his "A Few ""ards on Guerilla
Action' (Deshabrati, January 15,
1970) he explained in detail how
after some preliminary propaganda
wark for the seizure of pawer has
been dane by the party unit, small
guerilla bands wauld be formed in a
wmpletely conspiratarial way for
striking dawn the most hated class
enemies, After the first action has
taken place political cadres would
&tart whispering around innocently
about the advantages ta be 'Obtained
when the oppressors have left the
area in fear or have been liquidated.
Then the peasants could enjay un-
disturbed the land and wealth of the
village. Many peasants would naw
be shaken out of their inertia and en-
couraged to j'oin the struggle. "vVhen
fjuite a number 'Of aITensive 'actions'
have taken place and the revolution-
ary political line 'Of annihilating the
class enemies has been firmly estab.
lished" 'Only then the palitical cadres
would give the general econamic sla-
gan 'seize the crap of the class
enemy'. This slogan wi!] achieve
miracles. Even the most backward
peasant would now jain the struggle".

Guerilla Action
The Ion?; way that has been tra.

velled by the revolutianaries since
the Naxalbari struggle can best be
guessed bv comparing Kanu Sanyal's
report with that of the Bengal-Bihar_
Orissa barder regional cammittee of
the CPT (ML) Ion the Debra-C'Opi-
ballavpur struggle published in Desha_
brati, April 23, 1970. As the report
self-critically admits, initially the re-
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volutionaries of the area had a vague
notion about a Naxalbari-type of
armed peasant uprising and they
hoped that guerilla bands would
emerge ou t of armed clashes for thf
Seizure of crops. But in practice the)
could not adopt any specific pro-
gramme other than propagate the
politics of seizme of power through
armed struggle, Rather by resorting
to pure economism and public de-
monstrations at places they exposed
the organization and invite'"d replCs-
sion. The movement for the time
being was in the doldrums. It was
only after Charu Mazumdal had
given the line of starting guerilla
warfare through annihilation of class
enemies that they could break out of
their inertia, it was stated. On
August 21, 1969 the regional com-
mittee of the CPT,(ML) met at Soor-
muhi ;md decided upon launching an
annihilation campaign against class
enemies. As the report said, the very
first armed action which was not
even successful released the floodgates
of peasant initiative, which could not
have been possible by their prop a-
,ganda work. "With every action
mass initiative and class hatred of
the .peasants started growing and so
did rise the level of their political
consciousness." Simultaneous politi-
cal propaganda also helped the pro-
cess. After two months of guerilla
offensive against jotedars in Novem-
ber 1969 thousands of peasants, it
was claimed. rose up in arms. Under
the leadership of the party armed
peasants seized alI the crops of op-
pressive jotedars and those of enemy
agents. Many jotedars were disarm-
ed and fled the villages. The pea-
sants set up people's courts to try the
oppressors. They secured the return
of all their mortgaged property from
the moneylenders. The jotedars who
stayed on agreed to abide by the dic-
tates of the peasants who fixed the
wage for khctmajurs (landless labour-

For Frontier contact
People's Book House
Meher Houlse,
Cowasji Patel Street,
Fort, Bombay
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ers). Shop prices were also fixed by
them. In the wake of this came
brutill police repression. But, as the
report says, "after the taste of litera- _
tion they had, any amount of repres-
sion would not be Cl ble to rob the
peasar.ts 'of their dream of bright
days of liberation in future." Faced
with the encirclement and suppres.
sion campaign by Eastern Frontier
Rifles the guerilla squads dispersed
over a wider area and carried on their
annihilation campaign simultaneously
with political propaganda.

The way the struggle in Gopibal.
lavpur, Debra and Baharagora start-
ed and developed sets it apart from
the Naxalbari struggle. In Naxalbari
thousands of peasants responding to
the call of the Peasants' Association
sprang into action, concentrating
mainly on the seizure of land, the
basis of feudal domination. In the
Gopiballavpm area the struggle was
launched by small guerilla squads.
By delivering lightning blows at the
class enemies they created a sort of
power vacuum in the area into which
thousands of peasants moved in,
seized crops and properties and set
up peasants' rule. Kanu Sanyal
stressed at the end of his report the
necessity of thoroughly carrying out
revolutionary land redistribution.
But the report on the Gopiballavpur,
Debra and Baharagora struggles sum- -
marised above does not mention this
aspect. Rather than formal redistribu-
tion of land the emphasis seems to
have been placed on the actual con_
trol of the peasant committees on
village affairs including appropria-
tion of crops. Compared to N axal-
bari this struggle appears to be much
more disciplined and planned. It is
claimed that the "Red power" which
came into existence, even if tempo-
rarily, helped to politi calise and en.
thuse the peasants. Poli tical cons-
ciousness of the peasants has in fact
been raised to such a level that the
police as well the administration, as
admitted even by the bourgeois press,
find the local people totally un-co-
operative and often hostile. All this
perhaps explains why the struggle in
Gopiballavpur has survived and con-
tinues to develop in the face of mas-
sive repression.

The Worker And His
Leaders

NIRODE Roy

A top brass of the Brhish Trade
Union Congress once viewed

Capital and Labour as two sides of
industry, working towards a common
goal, recogniz,ing the merit of one
another, understanding the rules of
the game and observing them. "The
spectators", hc further added, "will
enjoy a good match with no stoppages
for foul play; thet respect of the
players for one another and the res-
pect for the quality of the play will
also be good for t11e future."

Our nat.ional trade unions-all
speaking in favour of one or other
kind of socialism and committed to
major social change-have. been overt-
ly in love with this two-sides-of-in-
dustry theory. While a few have
consistently advocated a philosophy
of class collaboration in the name of
national progress, the others, in course
of theh 'class war', allowed their poli-
tical struggle to blend with economic
struggle in the form of trade union
strikes. This has g.iven rise to more
or less permanent organisations of a
blended type as we see today in the
shape of left trade union organisa-
t.;ons on the national scale.

The Indian industrial labour,
though constituting a small fraction
of the total population jn 1921, drew
considerable attention from British
social democracy. A deputation of
the Brit.ish trade unionists waiting
upon the Secretary of State for India
in March ]921 observed:

"You cannot have industrialisa-
tion of a great emp.ire like India
without the assistance of orga-
nised labour, and therefore just
as you have got to use capital
and research you have got to
try and see that labour is pro-
perly and carefully organised."

Th.is observation came just about
a year after the formation of the
AITUC which heJd its first session
in Bombay under the presidentship
of Lala Lajpat Raj who was then also
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character The major task
for all the Communist and
revolutionary workers of these
countries is (to) secure working
class leadership in all economic
fights, e1iminat.ing from the
strike committees the national-
bourgeois and social..reformist
elements, and elevating the
economic actions of the
workers fa a higher stage of
struggle." (emphasis ours)

Like the.ir counterparts in Ahmeda-
bad and Bombay, the communist
trade union.ists came from petty-bour-
geois stock. There is nothing wrong
in that D'ecause thc early communists
in almost all countries came from
the intelligentsia. In the process of
the party's growth, the intelI.igentsia
had either to give up its petty-
bourgeois predilections to make room
for a) genu.inely revolutionary prole·
tarian leadership, as it happened in
China, or usurp the leadersh.ip of
the party to hitch it to the reformist
bandwagon.

The communist intelligentsia which
constituted the 1eadersh.ip of the
party in India could neither gr()w
out of its petty-bourgeois past, nor
could it successfully lead battles
aga.inst the social-reformist milieu.
As a result, the party never became
an instrument of profound change.
All it could achieve was to get into
its fold a segment of the restless
youth and a section of the proleta-
riat, who, under the petty-bourgeo.is
ideology of the party, was obliged to
drift away from the path of revolu-
tionary struggle, while remaining par-
tially satisfied with small economic
advancements.

"The agrarian revolution", observed
the Comintcrn in 1929, "is the pivot
of Indian revolution." This po.int
was totally missed by the Indian
communists. Their ma.in emphasis
remained mare on the city proletariat
than on the peasantry, for did not
Marxism teach us that .it was the
proletariat which could bring about a
revolutionary transformation of so-
ciety? It was the same in China
with her Li Li-Sans, Wang Mings
and 'foreign returned communists',
and would have perhaps continued

cientiously the cause of the two-
sides-of-the-industry concept.

The INTUC .is an organisation of
such gentlemen under the patronage
of the bourgeoisie. Its strongest
affiliated body was the Textile La-
bour Association of Ahmedabad. Its
basic ph.ilosophy has been" .... a
change of heart and outlook of all
whether he was a worker or an em-
ployer." One of its patrons, Sanjiva
Reddy, when he was the Chief Minis-
ter of Andhra, went a step further
by saying, "There should be no oc-
cas.ion for strikes when the Govern-
ment was constituted of representa-
tives of the people". According to
another, Michael John, the INTUC
leader at Jamshedpur, the Govern-
ment should give "legal sanction to
the method of voluntary arbitration
making it compulsory for the labour
and employer to submit their dis-
putes .to arbitrat.ion."

The Left Trade Unions
Viewed against the foregoing, it

would be reasonable to expect some-
thing different from the country's
Left, particularly when its different
sections though differing w.ith each
other on 'ideological grounds', were
committed to revolution and soda-
lism. The British SOCIaldemocracy's
concern for Indian labour on the
morrow of the October Revolut.ion
was more out of fear of an emerging
proletariat taking the path of revolu-
tion than its desire to "draw-on-the-
pleJ1ltiful-to~make-up-fodhe_scarce[ , .
Although the AITUC was born .in
1921, the Communist Party did not
quite come into existence till 1929
when most of its leaders were thrown
.into prison On a charge of conspiracy
against the Crown.

The economic depression in 1929
and the widespread labour unrest in
Jndia had a spedal significance to
the Communist International. In its
theses the Comintern Executive
mentioned .in 1929:

"The main features of the recent
strikes in the colonial and semi-
colonial countr.ies indicate
that even where the movement
broke out spontaneously, it was
of a profound revolutionary

the President of the Indian National
Congress. In early days the bourgeois
nationalist leaders came forward to
'render ass.istance' to the single body
-the AITUC-in its task of organis-
ing workers. MeIi' like C. F. Andrews,
C. R. Das, 1. M. Sengupta, Nehru
and many others remained act.ively
associated with the undivided AITUC
in .its early period.

By that time a distinct trend had
emerged in the Ind.ian labour move-
ment. This has subsequently come
to be known as thc Gandhian way.
Ansuyaben Sarabhai, a member of
the well-known Sarabhai family, or-
ganised thdAhmedabad textile workers
into the Ahmedabad Textile Labour
Association and led a strike of the
textile labour .in 1918 over an issue
called Plague Allowance. rn1is strike
remains a landmark in the history of
Ahmedabad labour. Gandhi gave a
ph.ilosophy and his conception of
Capital and Labour relationship can,
be best described in his own words:

I have always said that my
.ideal is that Capital and Labour
should supplement each other.
They should be a great family
living in unity and harmony,
Capital not only looking to the
mater.ial welfare of the labourers -
but their moral welfare also-
capitalists being trustees for
the welfare of the labouring
classes under them."

Gandhi's ph.lIosophy of class coIla-
borat.ion was widely acclaimed by the
Indian bourg.eoisie for obvious rea-
sons. It was equally well received by
a section of trade union leaders who
w.ith exemplary dedication and ma-
ture professional skill did all they
could to curb the rebel in the
Indian proletar.iat, and led the work-
ing class through the maze of the
Trade Disputes Act and arbitration
awards to win concessions from the
bourgeo.isie. As the size of the cake
became bigger and bigger in Ahme-
dabad, Bombay and other parts of
the country, slices, however lean,
started arriving at the workers' end
through the good offices of these
gentlemen leaders who belonged al-
most all without except.ion to the
petty bourgeoisie, and served cons-
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to be so had not the country been
in a different objective situation and
the privilege of being led by a
person like Mao Tse-tung.

Since the revolution was to be
madc by the proletariat, the cities
became coCntres of 'revolutionary acti-
vities'. The communists d~d not
have to move out to the country-
side. The city amcnities, howevcr
meagrc ~n a colonial country like
India, were many timcs more attrac-
tive than thosc available in the rural
areas. Thc bourgeoisie, howevcr
mean, was not ruthless yet. \ Vhen
.it was compromising with imperia-
lism, sitt.ing ovcr a volcano, why
would it grudge a few concessions to
the not-too-recalcitrant proletariat?
After all, did not the Father or the
Nation give the bourgeoi~.ie the role
of trustees for the welfare of the
labouring classes?

The bankruptcy of the petty-bour-
geois idcology of the Commun.ist
Party reached its magnificent height
when after being expelled from the
Congress in December 1945 .it declar-
ed in a manifesto for the 1946 elec-
tions to thc central and provinc.ial legis-
latures, "Vote Communist-For Con-
gress-League-Communist United Front
for the final battle of the Indian li-
beration." After a br~ef spell of
'left sectarian adventurism' between
1948-1950, the Communist Party by
1957 had in practice accepted the
polit.ical system in India. Its policy
towards the Five-Year Plan as for-
mulated by Dange was:

"A two-pnIar policy-to help in
the development of the cco-
nomy and to defend the inter-
ests of the working masses ~n
that economy. Therefore, the
party's support to the PIan was
in relation to the country and
not in relation to the class,
who owns the factories or
forms the government."

The Communist Party conceded
that Ind~a was a 'bourgeois demo-
cracy'. Therefore, according to
Dange, the "trade unions have a. role
to play in protecting, using and, fur-
ther developing this parliamentary
democracy." Class struggle, dictator-
ship of the proletariat or the people's
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democratic dictatorsh,ip were re-
membrances of things past. The
meaningful future would be the Na-
tional Democratic Front which "will
draw in its ranks not only the masses
following the Congress but also its
progress.ive sections", and the task of
the Communist Party was "to make
ceaseless efforts to forge unity with
the progressive forces within the
Congress directly and through com-
mon movements".

Therefore, the cho.ice before the
proletariat was no longer the dange-
rous path of class struggle; it was
one of protecting and further deve-
loping parliamentary democracy. The
petty bourgeoisie was ub.iquitous, it
pervaded the communist movement.
It took upon itself the ta§k of defen-
ding the rotten system of indirect
colon.ial rule. The total capitulation
came in 1962 when in the name of
defending parliamentary democracy,
the yet undivided AITUC became a
participant in a conference convened
by the Government which resolved:

"No effort shall be spared to
achieve maximum production,
and management and workmen
will strive in collaboration .in
all possible ways to promote
the defence effort of the coun-
try and reaffirm their pledge of
unstinted loyalty and devotion
to the country."

The Split And Mter
Such revisionism-double distilled

-met oppos.ition from the ranks and
caused a split within the Party. The
CPM after the split came out so-
lemnly: "We must break with eco-
nomism". The basic weakness of
the. trade un.ion movement, accord-
ing to the CPM, was the "reformist
outlook of the leadership, the divor-
cement of the trade unions from the
general political struggle and the re-
form.ist policy of economism on
the trade union front." From this
it would be legitimate to expect
that the party would elevate-what
the Comintern thought in 1929-the
economic actions of the workers to a
higher stage of struggle. And this
higher stage of struggle means forg-
ing an alliance with those classes in

the socicty which are oppressed by
feudalism, bureaucratic capital and
imperialism. This req u.ires a dear
assessment of the motive forces of
the revolution, and once the motive
fo~es are defined a un.ited front of
all the relevant classcs has to be
forged through concrete political
struggle with the ultimate objective
of winning the state power.

Recent events prove that the Mar-
xists have significantly failed in this
task. The United Front did not en-
gender unity of the revolutionary
classes. It degenerated into a front
of several quarrelling petty-bourgeois
parties, each contending for its prio-
rhy in the queue. What the work·
ing class gained during this period was
gradually lost .in the wake of
lock-outs, closures and retrenchment.
Only a small portion of the peasan-
try in the countryside has been set
into motion; Hie revolutionary trans-
formation of the countryside ~s still
a cry.in the wilderness; revolu
tionary land reform and a land
verification movement are th.ings yet
unheard of in the rural areas. The
Kisan Sabhas have continued to re-
main weak, and the weakness of the
kisan movement

"ar~ses out of the dual charac-
ter of the leadership of the
organisation. This in turn is
the consequence of the opera-
tion of parallel .interests of the
leadcrship as small land-owners
in villages and as salaried em-
ployees or their colleagues in
urban areas. Wh.ile they fight
for their own democratic rights
and economic uplift in towns
and cities, they hesitate to raise
'their voice to secure higher
wages for agricultural labour
in rural areas in view of
thcir own .involvement there
as employees."l

Due' to its lack of understanding
of the motive forces of the revolution,
the CPM though 'abhorrent of econo-
mism' has willy n.illy practised the
cult in a not too disguised form.
Movements for higher wages, better
liv.ing conditions and larger share of
profit-sharing bonus have come to
be substitutes for proletar.ian strug-
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power by anchoring itself to the
dynam.ics of peasant discontent, and
fuifils the messianic call of the
October Revolution.

maps.it was decided to solve the
problem through discussions.

The Sino-Indian boundary runs
along 2,600 miles. At some places
Indian and Chinese maps show diffe-'
rences, thus creating about 50,000
square mjIes of disputed area. It
should be noted that the Chinese
maps were prepared by the Americans
during the Chiang Kai-shek regime
while those of India were done by
the Brit.ish imperialists at ~ time
when both Americans and British
were competing in the power race,
tak.ing Asia as their happy hunting
ground. It was natural that both
prepared their maps in line with the
old imperialist expans.ionist policy.
Out of these 50,000 square miles of
di~puted area, 12,000 was under
Chinese occupation, 20,000 m.iles was
no-man's land and the remaining
18,000 square miles was under Indian
occupation.

The Ch.inese Premier Chou En-lai
proposed to meet Mr Nehru in
India and decide the matter. The
meeting took place at Delhi in 1960.
Though the talks lasted six days,
Mr Chou En-Ia.i declared on the very
third day that there was a jungle
of claims and counter-claims and the
matter could not be decided easily
by producing just a vast and varied
amount of mater.ials and documents.
Since such boundary problems were
natural enough between two neigh-
bours, he proposed that the matter
should be decided on a 'give and
take' basis. China offered that out
of the 50,000 square miles of d.isputed
area, India might have 38,000 square
miles while China would keep the
remain.;ng '12,000 square miles, i.e.,
Aksai Chin which was under Chinese
occupation at the time of the talks.

N. K. SINGH

Between The Lines

decide the future course of history.
This country has to wait, God only
knows how many years, WI an elite
of professional revolutionaries rises to

gle for the seizure of state power.
The party which revolted against its
loss of identity and total capitulation
to the bourgeois.ie has failed to
present a viable alternative before the
people. Being pettx~bourgdois in
ideology and character,.it has re-
mained a prisoner of its petty-bour-
geois past.

When the Communist Party-an
agent of histor.ic redemption-remains
petty-boulrgeois in ideology and
jcharacter, revisionism pervades JHe. JUST like :our interviewee, the
The worker loses his bas.ic political ob- winter night too was getting
jective. There is, however no denying older. When this correspondent
the fact that the Qrganised workers asked the noted 70-year-old Gandhian
have economically 'progressed' in philosopher, Pandit Sunderlal, to
course of the last three decades. And throw some light upon the Sino-
this has been made possible only Indian boundary dispute, our com-
through continuous struggle of the mon host at Allahabad pulled a face
working people for higher wages, and withdrew from the table. (Of
better living conditions and firmer course without apologising-but then
trade union rights. But how much who apologises to traitors?).
the proletar.iat has had the trans- According to Pandit Sunderlal, the
formation into a class in keeping with late Mr Nehru had wanted to keep
the growth not only of its unity, but good relations with China. Those
also of its political consciousness? were the days of goodwill delegations
Once the process of blending sets in, mak.ing reciprocal visits, the will
one's socialism and theory of class of newly independent India and
struggle increasingly appear to be China for mutual friendship on the
respectable, and words like indus- basis of Panchsheel, etc. But the
tr.ial harmony, peace in industry, etc. Indian capitalists disliked these things.
gain wider currency. A certain amount During 1957, the People's Republic
of rapport becomes essential between
the professional manager and the of China started building a h.ighway

from Tibet to Sinkiang which rantrade union leader for, haven't they
got to play the same game to the across Aksai Chin. Indicating the
satisfact.ion of the spectators? Persons Swatantra, the Jana Sangh, the SSP

hand a section of tIle Congress, Pandl'tw 0 are drafted for work as professio- "Sunderlal said that the pro-American
nal managers "belong socially to the ...bloc started a row in the Indian Par-
same group to which the union
leaders belong. It is possible for the liament about why a military canton-
two to establish rapport. It has been ment was being constructed at our

Peaceful border. Mr Nehru wrote tothe recent practice for them to dis- the Chinese Prime Minister, Mrcuss on a common platform issues hC ou En-lai regarding the matter,
which promote industr.ial harmony."2 and the latter stated that the real

Modern revisionism is Janus l~ke;
its one face looks towards the bour- danger to India was from the Ameri-
geoisie for sustenance and the other cans who were creating a threat to
towards the proletariat for its growth. peace in Asia by means of their
O huge miJ.itary bases in West Pakistan.ne's d7"ire to make a revolution is
not enough; the test lies in how much ChinCl claimed that Aksai Chin was
one is prepared to stick out one's inside her territory, while on the
neck for it. Ult.;mately, it is the other hand Indian maps showed the
party as well as the classes which will area inside India. It should be n'oted

that Aksai Chin is very important
from the military point of view. But
since both sides had d.ifferent sets of

1 & 2: Report of the National
Commission On Labour, 1969.
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Pandit Sunderlal said that while
Nehru thought the idea was nice the
other 'great' members of his Cabinet
thought that the proposal only fur-
ther revealed the expansionist policy
of the commun.ist dragon. Owing
to the pressure both inside and out-
side bis Cabinet and Parliament
(which created a threat to ills Minis-
try too) Nehru declined the Chinese
~ffer : "We have to satisfy O1.\r
people," he said. "And haven't we
got people?" asked the Chinese side.

111e two Pr.ime Ministers did not
succeed in resolving their differences
but it was announced at the conclu-
sion of their talks that the offic.ialsof
the two governments would meet to
examine .all relevant documents in
support of their respective stands.
An Indian Wh.ite Book was publi-
shed on the occasion. While read-
ing it, Pandit Sunderlal found him-
self .in a jungle of claims and coun-
ter-claims, described by Nehru him-
self as 'a forest of data.' ("China's
Betrayal at India pp. 28-published
in November 1962 by the Govern-
ment of Ind.ia). In Pandit Sunder-
lal's view the dispute could have been
resolved only on a 'give and take'
basis in a spirit of mutual under-
stand.ing and friendship.

When asked what should be the
Gandhian solution of the problem as
'you're a Gandhitd yourself and
have been a close associate of Gan-
dhiji', he declared .in firm words that
had Gandhi been alive, he would have
done the same thing as stated by him
(Sunderlal) earlier. Pdhapsi he

would even have left the entire prob-
lem for the Chinese to decide.

In the meantime China gave a new
proposal: she would give 12,000
square miles from her own terr.itory
instead of the 12,000 miles of Aksai
Chin. Thus India was going to get
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a total of 50,000 square m.iles. This
offer was conveyed to Nehru through
Sunderlal. He liked the idea and
asked the latter from where this land
would be given to India. The reply
was, sit and decide. But when
Nehru put the offer before h.is Home
Minister MrG. V. Pant, he was not
ready to acept it. He insisted on
Aksai Chin.

It was dec.ided that neither of the
two parties would enter into the no-
man's-land (20,000 square miles) .
But on October 12, 1962, Nehru
declared that he had issued instruc-
tions to the army to clear out the
Chinese frontier guards from what
he termed invaded areas. On Octo-
ber 14, the then Defence Minister,
Mr Krishna Menon, called for a fight
to the last man and the last. gun
against China._

Ch.ina warned India three times
against violating the agreement and
.intruding into the no-man's-land. But
quite a few d.ivisions under the
command of Lt. Gen. B. N. Kaul,
were deployed. Then China "ag-
gressed", sweeping off all the divi-
sions. Just because the Chinese ad-
vanced rap.idly when they struck back
in self-defence, could you call them
aggressors?

China advanced till she had won
the whole disputed area. Had the
Chinese wished, they could have
advanced into Assam. But On No-
vemQer 21, they announced a cease-
fire and a unilateral withdrawal on
their own initiative.

Pandit Sunderlal said that desp.ite
the incessant anti-China clamour of
the Indian Government, China has
never considered India .her enemy.
The Chinese behaved very well with
the captured Indian jawans-"even
Vinoba Bhave praised the Chinese
for th.is".

Historically the Chinese and In-
dians have always lived in friendsh.ip.
There is no fundamental conflict
of interests. We both shoulder
heavy responsib.ility for safeguarding
world peace and opposing imperia~
lism. Whatever was done and is
being done by the Indian Government
is 'under the pressure of foreign
powers", said, Pandit Sunderlal.

Intervention In A
People's War
D. G. SATARKAR

EVER ~.ince the Americ3,l1sexten-
ded the Vietnam war to Cam-

bodia about two months ago, China's
intentions and plans have become a
subject of speculation. "What will
the Ch.inese do" is the currently
popular question. Mao Tse-tung made
an unusual statement on May 20
partlYi answering this question. He
made three points. (I) the danger
of a third world war persists; (2 )
the Indo-Chinese people have to fight
this war together; and (3) even a
small country can defeat the mightiest
provided it has the determination and
the w.ill to do so.

It will be noted that Mao is now
talking of an Indo-Chinese war. The
United States has never respected the
national boundaries .in this war. Thai
bases are used for bombing Laos and
Vietnam. Laos is bombed as a tes-
ting ground for bombing V.ietnam.
Laos has experienced chemical and
biological warfare as long as, if not
longer than, V.ietnam. The domino
theory was mooted years ago as a
justification and rationalisation for
use of Tha.i or Laotian territory (pos-
sible later extension to othcr territo-
ries) to combat communism. The
V.;etcong, howevcr, were fighting a
Vietnam esc war, cvidently hoping
that it would be limited to Vietnam.
The French were beaten in an Indo-
Chinese war (and not only a Viet-
namese one); yet the V.ietcong had
observed the rules of the game. They
kept it limited to Vietnam with
Pathet Lao fighting in Laos. The
Americans have now played their
presumably last trump card. They
have transformed these wars into one
war for Indo-China. Events are
taking the .inevitable turn. The
Indo-Chinese people have got to fight
together. The French went in for
an all Indo-China war. Now the
Americans want to do the same.

. Ev.idently, Nixon wants to emulate
the French . example. Mao has un-
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It should be obvious that any Jibe-
rat.ing force in any area has to create
these conditions in order to be suc-
cessful at all. Prince Sihanouk's for-
ces will have to achieve this in Cam-
bodia. Nobody else can do it for
hill1. He has to do it himself. No
liberation army would be worth its
name unless it achieves this. Lin
Piao in his 1959 article cites this
Mao quotation and adds

This relationship between the
PLA and the masses of the peo-
ple .is determined by the very
nature of the PLA and the very
purpose for which it was
founded.

This point has to be made and so
elaborately for it is quite often ar-
gued that Ch.ina avoids a direct con-
frontation with the United States
and therefore is not interested in
the liberat.ion movements in the
area. It is necessary to point out
that foreign intervention in a peo-
pIe's war can take place only if the
liberation army of that country itself
finds it necessary. So far the ex-
perience is that it.is not necessary.
Americans, in fact, may like the
Ch.inese to intervene so that their
role in assisting Thieus and Nols can
remotely be justified. It would not
be in the .interests of a Vietnamese
guerilla to be advised and aided by a
foreigner, for that might weaken his
base. All wars are not the same.
Americans have not yet learnt this in
Indo-China even at the cost of 50,000
Americans' death later.

But it is not the V\'est alone for
which this lesson is relevant. In
the.ir polemics against the Russians,
the Chinese have nowhere accused
the Russians of not fighting in Viet-
nam or in Cambodia; for they know
.it cannot and need not be done.
They have accused the Soviets of an
utterly wrong attitude towards the
United States. Because that cloes
make a difference. After the brutal
operation in Cambodia, after what
we have heard on "Vietnamisation"
of the war by the Americans, the New
Times, the Soviet journal, has come
out with a brilliant thesis that it .is
the Chinese who are making
Asians fight As.ians! One is stunned

force that has flesh-and-blood
ties with the masses.

. It, is clear that the question of fight-
iog the Americans in Indo-China (or
anywhere in a people's war) is one
of creating and building a Liberation
Army out of the masses of the
country concerned.

FRONTIER

Intervention?
This leads us directly to the ques-

tion whether China would intervene
in thIS war. In September 1965,
vvhen Lin Piao /"wrote his famous
article about "the countryside sur-
rounding the cities", the experts drew
the conclusion that this article, in
fact, indicated that the Chinese
would not intervene. It was taken

.to be a statement of moderation on
the part of China.

It was a correct interpretation to
the extent it argued that China
would not intervene in V.ietnam. To-
day, to interpret Mao's May 20 state-
ment as implying that China would
not intervene in Cambodia seems to
be correct too, but for wrong
reasons.

A war of aggression and counter-
revolution is different from a revo-
lutionary war of liberation. The logic
of the allies joining hands simply
would not apply here; nor would it
be necessary. In other words, you
cannot fight somebody else's war of
liberation. China intervened in Ko-
rea not to liberate the Korea,ns.
The nature of the U.N. (U5. to be
more precise) action in North Ko-
rea was totally different. An estab-
lished socialist State was being at-
tacked. Other States can assist a
liberation movement. They can help
preserve a socialist State but they
cannot fight other people's liberation
struggles, for there .is no such thing
as fighting for somebody else's libe-
ration. The process of liberation,
Mao wrote in his "Protracted War",
.is mobilising the masses who when
fully mobilised

create a vast sea and drown the
enemy in it, remedy our shor-
tage in arms and other th.ings
and secure the prerequisites to
overcome every difficulty in the
war.

derlined that. It was not as if the
Vietnamese did not know this but
they wanted to avoid it. Mr Nixon
has taken a position that it should not
be done. Those in this country who
are upset about the Vietnamese pre-
sence in Cambodia have to thank Mr
Nixon's • spring adventure for the
same.

Mao has underlined, in a way lent
his authority to, this extended line
of defence. He has also emphasised
that it has to be an Indo-Chinese
people's war; thus implying the kind
of work that needs to be done in
Cambodia, a hapless little State
drawn into the war by the Cambodian
bureaucratic military eilte which,
evidently, is jealous of Thieus and
Kys who havc prospered under Ameri-
can patronage for a small price of
;Vietnamese [blood! Whether Cen
Lon Nol was installed in Phnom Penh
by the CIA or not is an irrelevant
debate; for there are potential Lon
Nols in every society who want power
for themselves and grab it when the
time comes. Mao wrote long ago in
his "Problems of War and Strategy"
that the communists are distinguished
from these "patriotic generals" inas-
much as they do not contend for

personal military power ... but
they must contend for military
power for the party and the
people ...

Substitute "liberators" for the com-
munists and "liberation" for the party
and the strategy for Cambodia emer-
ges in all its clarity. It would seem
that Mao has re-emphasised this in
his J\Jay 20 statcment.

\Vhat is thc role of the 'Libcration.
Army?' In any analysis of China's
intentions or Mao's statement, this
question .is ccntral. Lin Piao writing
in the Red Flag mare than a decade
ago (October I, 1959) s~.id:

It participates directly in the see-
th.ing, stirring mass movements
in which, at the same time, it
reoeives the greatest and best
training ... The reaSOn why the
PLA, under extremely difficult
conditions, has been able to de-
feat an enemy far superior both
in equipment and numbers is pre-
;:isely the fact that it is an armed
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The Purpose is Genocide
Tactically, the plan is carefully lin-

ked up from lower to higher levels.
At the lowest rung we have the tight
economic and lniltitary control of
Europe and America Ovcr the ruling
elitcs of the Third World. These
ruling elites were created by the re-
treat.ing colonial powers, precisely to
perform their intermediary functions
today, as the creatures of neo-colonia-
lism and .imperialism. At this level,
the people of Asia, Africa and Latin
America remain slaves, or, more cor-
rectly, form that cheap labour force
wh.ich monopoly capital needs. But
This happy situation is complicated
by internal tensions. The masses get
restive, angry. Their anger must be
channelled into non-productive tribal,
communal, racial directions. This
'ra.ises' the imperialist struggle to a
new level: before the whites start
killing the blacks directly, let the
blacks fall to it amongst themselves
as often as possible. This way the
wh.ites turn to selling arms instead of
coca-cola, and profits leap upwards.
But a time comes when the blacks
finally see through the hoax. For this
too, the whites are well prepared.
These countries have offered them-
selves as the African Headquarters for
all the liberation parties, under the
auspices of the OAU. Th.is means
that the governments of Tanzania and
Zambia cannot interfere in the affairs
of the liberation parties.

For this (whatever the myriad other
rationalisations may be) the build-
up of defence arsenals, nuclear stock-
piles, test-ban treaties, panic-ridden
birth Control campa.igns and dubious-
ly tested contraceptive measures; for
this the unholy experimentation . in
organ transplants (the hearts of not
quite dead black men being used to
resusc.itate elderly, dying whites, viz,
Blaiberg), and the even more unholy
experiments on the bra.in and the re-
productive process, using black peo-
ple as guinea-pigs, which are being
carr.ied out, specifically in South

'fRIMILA LEWIS

Conspiracy Against South Africa

THERE is a bizarre consp.iracy at
the highest level to sabotage

the armed struggle for liberation
against the racist m.inority regimes of
Southern Africa. The top leaders of
the liberation movements become
-involved .in superpower strategy for
continental Africa. Also involved,
directly 'or indirectly, are the
'.independent' States of Africa, the
OAU, and the governments of
Portuguese Africa, Rhodesia, South
Afr.ica and South West Africa. Ac-
tive assis@!1ce is given of course to
the super-powers by their ajIies in
Europe, East and West.

Th.is conspiracy must be looked at
from two angles. The first is strate-
gic, the second tactical. The first
has global dimensions, and must be
viewed on that basis. What .is the
global strategy of the super-powers?
To carve out mutually acceptable
'spheres of influence' on a world scale.
How to protect these spheres? By
preserving a nuclear monopoly and
the attendant balance of terror. What
does this mean in practical terms?

Two thirds of the world are non-
white and poor. Imperialism and
Race are synonymous today. The
poverty line is drawn .in colour. The
underdeveloped provide the develop-
ed world with cheap produce, cheap
markets and cheap labour., They
form the contemporary world prole-
tariat. To this extent they are ne-
cessary. But they forms the vast ma-
jor.ity of the people of this earth.
In their numbers alone is their
strength. If they waken (as they
increasingly are) to an awareness of
this strength and to the justice of
their cause, they become a threat to
the survival of the exploiters. Un-
less the .imperialists (that is the
whole white world!) change their
system, either the underdeveloped or
they cannot survive. They know
this as weIl as the former do, and
they are preparing for a fight to the
fin.ish.

by this callous hypocrisy. The assis-
tance that a people's war needs is
not intervention but rather aid and a
total stop to such nonsense as has
been churned out by the New Times'
On May 22. Those who point to
Mao's or Lin Piao's statements to es-
tablish tl1at Ch.ina does not want to
intervene herself in these wars are
cmploying the sophistry of power lo-
gic to establish the obvious. Worse
still, they miss the essence of a
people's war; for they ignore that
people;S armed force, to quote Lin
Piao again, "has flesh-and-blood ties
with the masses". Another reason
why this happens is that somewhere
at the back of their m.inds.still lingers
that strange Western notion that the
liberation movements grow because
of "subversion and infiltration" by a
"fore.ign power". The Indo-Chinese
people have demonstrated that they
can fight their OWnwar and they do
not need interventi'on, American in-
volvement in Cambodia notw.ith-
stancl.ing.

But what these courageous people
need is full and unhesitating support
by other peoples. It is such prepos-
terous observat.ions of the New
Times as the one cited above or Mr
Dinesh Singh's absurd pronounce-
ments in Parliament that he does not
distinguish between Asian and Wes-
tern aggressors in Cambodia that
hurt the cause of smaIl Asian Coun-
tries trying to fight Western arro-
gance and brutality. The U.S. must
surely have drawn more comfort from
these statements than the so-called
Ch.inese assurance that they would
not intervene in Indo-China. Ameri-
cans, if not Messrs Gromyko and
Singh, must have by now realised··
what "vast sea" the smaIl South-East
As.ian people have created to "drown
them". The Chinese need hardly
add anything to that sea. But mean-
while the New Times and Dinesh
Singh and others have given the
Amer.icans a little straw to which
they may cling and hope for thebest.

For FRONTIER contact
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Africa, 'Under the able direction of
German scientists. The parallels are
clear. If we do not remain slaves,
then we will be destroyed. H we wish
to surv.ive and 'be free, we must pre-
pare for war. As long as there is in-
equality there will be oppression.
Those of our leaders, be they commu-
nists or bourgeois, who depend for
their position on the support of the
imperialists are simply deluding them-
selves and all those who follow them.
They are tools of the grand strategy.
Pampered by crumbs, they are blind
to their role and their fate. The tra-
gedy .is that so few of us face up to
this truth. Brainwashed by libera-
lism and colonial inferiority, propped
up by philistine pretensions, we have
become organically opportunistic:
we, the middle-class intelligents.ia,
who unhappily stand at the head of
all our 'liberation' movements.

It is .in this context that the African
liberation struggle must be viewed. If
one accepts the premise that under
imperial.ism there lies a basic genoci-
dal urge, and that imperialism today
is synonymous with race-the wh.ite
race-then the rest follows logically.
A people's war of liberation is fun-
damental to our survival. Anyone,
black or white, socialist or bourgeois,
who tries to prevent this war is either
an imperialist or a tool of imperia-
lism, i.e., wittingly or not, he colla-
borates with a genocidal strategy.
Now what is the position of 'peoples'
war' in AfrIca?

The truth is, that except for one
small Portuguese territory, that of
Guinea-Bissau, there is not much evi-
dence of a people's war anywhere in
'free' or colonised Africa. S.poradic
guerilla excursions into Rhodesia
have been abortive, as has become
the struggle in Mozambique and An-
gola. In the former territory, the
'great' FJ:el.ill10 leader, Edouatrdo
Mondlane, (blown up in the sea-
side mansion of an American jem
millionairess, Betty King, 'in Dar-es-
Salaam) had ·in fact been unable to
move beyond the much vaunted 'one
fifth' territory of barren, sparsely po-
pulated northern Mozambique, where
the fighting was done not by Mon-
dIane himself, nor by anyone except
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the uniquely talented Makondetribes-
men who inhabit the area, and who
have stolidly refused to extend the bat-
tle lines into the south, or indeed
anywhere outside their own terri-
tory. Moreover, with the surren-
der of their awn chief to the Por-
guese authorities, the entire struggle,
as conducted by Frelimo, has reached
an impasse.

But the key to the liberation strug-
gle throughout Africa lies in South
Africa, and here the situation is the
most bleak by far. The political
movement for black emancipation
begun by the African National Con-
gress at the turn of the century is
the oldest on the continent. It began
as a liberal, constitutional, multi-
racial movement, committed to non-
violence and brotherly 10¥e for all
men. It was, and officially remains, a
non-ideological party. The palpable
insufficiency of - such a movement
led to the format.ion of a separate
party, the Pan African Congress,
which announced itself as a militant,
exclusively black organisation, com-
mitted to the violent overthrow of
the white regime. The PAC imme-
diately threatened the position of
the ANC, which was forced, in the
early 'sixties, to organise a military
wing, known as Umk1lOnto We Sizwe.
The role of Umkhonto, was to re-
cruit soldiers (of all races) for the
liberation army, to send them out for
military training wherever these facili-
ties could be obtained, and then to
slip them back across the frontier so
that guerilla operations could beg.;n.
At that time, (in the early 'sixties)
conditions in South Africa were ripe
for a properly organised insurrection.
The masses were conscious as never
before, united across tribe and re-
gion, filled with an upsurge of hope
at the' new militancy in the move-
ment: ready for action.

A series of blunders arising from
organisational weaknesses in both the
PAC and ANC, and from the syste-
matic infiltration into these organi-
sations bYr South African security
forces, led to the banning of both
parties, and their exile from South
Africa. From th.is point on, the bat-
tle was lost. Both parties came (had

come even before) under direct pres-
sure from the cold war forces of
East and West. But whereas before,
the immediacy of the situation pre-
vented undue diversion from the
main a.imsof the movement, once they
were removed from the s~ene of ac-
tion, they fell an easy prey to the
blandishments of the super-powers,
and, over the years, have degenerated
into a mere tool of super-power poli-
tics and the.ir overall strategy for
Africa.

Pro-U.S., Pro-U.S.S.R.
Today, the leaders of the ANC

are divided into a pro-American and
a pro-Soviet group., The PAC, both
because of its unambiguously radical
policy and out of necessity, being
shunned by all Europeans, turned to
China for help. . Peking recognises
that the PAC is too disorganised
to be any different from the
ANC, but it is in Peking's inter-
ests to support an anti-U.S. and
anti-Soviet movement anywhere in
the world. Moreover, it has
made .its position very clear. It
will only extend support to an or-
ganised party, not to isolated indivi-
duals or groups. Until such time as
a genuine revolutionary party is form-
ed, it will continue to support the
PAC.

In all this the casualties are the
South African people. As for the
hundreds of young freedom fighters
who had been sent out for guerilla
training, they are living today in a
l.imbo of fear, loneliness ,and total
insccurity, either in the ANC 'tran-
sit' camps in Tanzania and Zambia,
where they have been languishing for
the last six or eight years in terrible
conditions or as stateless refugees
who have escaped from these camps
into Kenya, Uganda and the Congo
(Kinshasa) . Here they have become
a political liability, and each of these
governments is anxious to get rid of
its refugees. Indeed, the Congo has
already done so, and Kenya and Ug-
anda have been negotiating their 're-
settlement' in Tanzania and Zambia,
which means handing them back to
the ANC or whichever party they are
presently in flight from.-
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Conflicts In South Africa

colonial Africa must begin .its libera-
tion struggles too. The demographic
and geo-political realities of Africa
are such that independence and eco-
nomic development depend as much
on a horizontal as a vertical spread.
Pan-African.ism may have been crush-
ed by imperialism, but in truth it is
Africa's only hope. Pan,Africanism,
however, is not viable without libera-
tion and socialism.

A. K. ESSACK

V ORSTER as Prime Min.ister of
South Africa has made party

history. It is under him that the
hitherto monol~thic Nationalist
Party suffered its first reverse since
1948 by losing nine seats to the
Un.ited Party. For the last 22 years
the Nationalist Party has been increa-
sing .its seats at the expense of the
United Party of General Smuts,
thereby reducing ·it to a shadow of its
former self. The 1970 election results
for the aIllwhite Parliament were:
Nationalist Party 117 (122) ; United
Party 48 (39); Hersigte National
Party (4); Progressive Party 1 (1) .
(The figures in parentheses represent
the position before the elecuon).

Racial and class politics characte-
rized the general election. The first
is familiar and was expected. Since
1910 the "Swaart Gevaar" or the
black danger has figured prominently'
in every elect.ion. 111is year too there
were crude utterances, calculated to
arouse the worst racial passions of the
white voter. Yet a new element
appeared-class politics emerged in
the white political arena for the first
time since the ext.inction of the all-
white South Africa Labour Party.
The polarisation of classes which has
characterized particularly the white
Afrikaaner society and which has be-
come marked since the 'sixties could
no longer be hidden. The polarisa-
tion expressed itself in a distorted way.
It was in the struggle between the Na-
tionalist Party :of Vorster and the
Hersigte National Party of Hertzog
that ~t came out .in the sharpest form.
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rilIa tactics, and exploiting the one
stregenth that Africa has against the
vastly superior military might of the
racists, her superiority in numbers.
Relentless, if subtle, pressure from the
West wh.ich has huge financial in-
vestments in the South as well a.~
the North, has opened the door for
the 'verligte' policy of Vorster, which
seeks to aid, trade and even IKlve
diplomatic relat.ions with independent
Africa. In the North, this pressure
has led to either open (Malawi) or
clandestine (Kenya, Congo-K, Libe-
ria etc.) relations with South Africa,
in the name of economic real.ism.

Revolution? In these circumstan-
ces? How? Where? When? There is
one place. A single ray of hope.
This is the Portuguese territory of
Guinea-Bissau. Here, the guerilla
struggle has been raised to the level
of a people's war, two-thirds of the
country have been liberated, and Por-
tuguese defeat is a near certainty.
How haiS th.is happen eel? First,
Amilear Cabral, the leader of the li-
beration army, has from the start,
operated entirely from within the op-
pressed territory. Of course, when it
becomes necessary to escape into
neighbouring territory, Cabral and his
men have done this temporarily. But
ba~.ically, the struggle has remained
internal, il)digenous and totally dedi-
cated to its aims. Cabral seeks nei-
ther publ.icity nor prestige. What-
ever money and supplies he gets from
outside have been used with scrupu-
lous care for the struggle . Cab-
ralis being helped by both the Cu-
bans and the Chinese.

The example of Guinea-Bissau
proves that there ~s hope for
African liberation. But the road to
recovery, reorganisation and renewed'
struggle in the rest of colonised Af-
rica lies in the discovery by the masses
about the truth of the movement
so far. There are signs that this
awareness is growing. But the ac-
companying demoralisation of both
the fighting forces and the people
must be overcome, the struggle must
begin from scratch, and only with
time, patience and absolute ded.ica-
tion can the battle be renewed.

In the meantime, the rest of neo-
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On the one hand, you have the
leaders of the liberation parties liv.ing
.in comfort and prestige on the cha-
rity of the OAU, the Soviet Union,
the United States, Britain and the
Scandinavian countries, all of which,
officially or unofficially, are commit-
ted to givfng funds, material a.id,

. military equ.ipment, training, asylum
~ etc. to the organisations which these

leaders represent. On the other,
however, it becomes clear that all
this is an expensive and carefully
plotted charade, the rcal purpose of
which is to neutralize and sabotage
the struggle for liberation by buying
off the leadership not only of the
former, but also of the indepenaent
States of Africa. With the rare ex-
ception of countries like Tanzania,
Guinea, and possibly Zamb.ia, where
the leadership is engaged in a des-
perate and probably hopeless battle
against reaction, neo-colonialism and
imperialism, all the rest of black
Africa has fallen a prey to these for-
ces through the wilI.ing compliance
of its increasingly hated and isolat.ed
ruling elites who have come to de-
pend for their survival on the armies,
the intelligence services, the experts
and advisers and, above all, the capi·
tal of Europe and America. In reo
turn, they have sold the land, the
resources, the labour and the rights
of all their people. Moreover, they
are committed to crushing any libe-
ration movement whatsoever either
at home or in other parts of Africa
both for self-protection aud for the
protection of their masters' interests.

Thus peace has become a vested
interest, and freedom must go by the
board. Indeed, Peace and Freedom
are incompatible elemeuts today.
Peace merely gives the few the free·
dom to exploit the many. This is
the meaning of "Peaceful Co-exis-
tence", "Peaceful Competition",

•• <' "Peaceful Transition". A hollow
irony. Peace is exactly suited to the
interests of colonial Africa as well.
If the racist regimes can 'normalise'
relations with 'free' Africa; they will
be able to neutralise One real threat,
which is that of a combined attack,
co-ordinated from both without and
within, using conventional and gue·



The oppressed non-whites, who
number 16 million are racially classi-
fied as Africans, (13! million), Colou-
reds (2 million) and Asiatics
(500,000) . No' radal classification
ex.ists for the whites, but it is known
that descendants of the Dutch settlers
who arrived ~n South Africa three
centuries ago and who now call them-
selves Afrikaaners constitute 65 per
cent of the white population, the
rema.inder being of English stock.

The Afrikaaners twice fought
British imperialism, first in 1881 and
then in 1899. The wars ruined them
as a people and wrecked their pea-
sant pastoral cconomy. Economically
they were be.ing reduced to the same
position as the Africans who as a re-
sult of the wars of dispossession be-
came landless proletariat. However,
Britain gave the Afrikaaners a stake
~n the emerging 'capitalist economy
in South Africa by granting them
political power, with rights of citizen-
ship in orde~ to sa:£eguard, Hr:itish
interests in the gold mines. This the
new rule'rs 'dud efficiently. Truo,
broadside attacks have been made
at Britain, South Africa even with-
drew from the Commonwealth, but
they have never defaulted in rem.;t-
bing dividends to the overseas inves-
tors. However, the drive of Afrika-
aner nat.;onalism lay precisely in the
rehabilitation of the Afrikaaner who,
either because of the wars or later by
the interplay of capita1.ist relation-
ship of production in agriculture,
was rapidly rendered landless. Th.;s
rehabilitation took the form of using
the state machinery to upilft them.

Thus successive governments passed
various Acts, such as the Colour Bar
laws, Industrial Conciliation Acts
and Job Reservation Regulations to
keep well-pa.id jobs in the hands of
the whites. The State also pumped
.in millions of pounds in agriculture
in the form of aid and interest-free
loans to save the small white farmer
from bankruptcy. But this could
not change the relationship between
the two white groups. The English-
speaking section which constiitUl'es
a minority holds the economic power,
while the Afl1ikaaners by virtue of
their numbers hold the po1.iticalreins.
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South African society can be com-
pared wath a pyramid. At the apex
are the 31 million whites, at the base
you have the 16 million oppressed,
not only oppressed nationally but
also exploited as a class. It ,is the
landless peasant labour which pro-
duces South Africa's gold. The
migrant worker after the termination
of his contract is sent to his land
which is so barren, bare and over-
crowded that he is soon compelled
to go back to the recruiting office
of the m.ines.' It is the oppressed rural
proletariat liv.ing under conditions of
serfdom which fills the nation's gra-
naries with maize whne the slowly
growing urbanised worl~ing class pro-
duces textiles and other manufacured
goods. The ma.in contradiction in
Ahican society is that those who are
responsible for producing food, cloth-
ing and housing, together w.ith an
abundance of gold are denied an
adequate share .of the. wealth (they
produce. They are also denied ele-
mentary human lJights, such as free-
dom of speech and movement as
well as franchise. If the cry of "Swa-
art Gevaar" has loomed large in
elections, it is only because those
at the apex of the pyramid are
determined to keep for themselves a
part of the fmits of exploitation
while sending a large s1.iceto their
overseas masters.

A Split
However, what the election has re-

vealed is that not all Afrikaaners arc
sat,isfied with their share of the loot.
Class differences have reached a
stage where the tradit.ional bogeys, the
Black and Red dangers, are not
enough to hold them together in a
monolithic block. There has been a
split ,in the political wing of Afrika-
anerdom, namely, the Nat.ionalist
party. The breakaway group
under Hertzog polled 50,000 votes
which was about 3.5 per cent of the
.total. However, its significance lies
not so much in the votes it polled
or d.id not poll or that all its 78 can-
didates fared disastrously, but that
it outlined an economic programme
which .was aimed at the r.ising white
South African bourgeoisie. It did

so in the name of Afrikaanerdom.
But in reality what cit did represent
was the white petite bourgeoisie, the
small farmer, slowly being squeezed
out by fellow Afr,ikaaners; the white
skilled worker who fears being re-
placed by non-white workers and the
white civil servant. Those' who are
be.ing ousted from the land find that
,it is the fellow Afrikaaners who are
responsible for their plight. The
Afrikaaner capitalist class is extract-
ling surplus labour from the Afrika-
aners as well as the non-whites.

The nat.ional bourgeoisie in Africa
on the whole is very weak. The
white bourgeoisie in South Africa is
an except.ion. In fact it is really the
only big predator that has come up
in Africa for the past 50 years. It is
aggressive and thrusting. H.itherto,
the English capital,ist was presented
to the Afrikaaners as the Hoggen-
heimer responsible for the ills of the
volk in the early phases of nation-
alism. But the new breed has risen
from the ranks of the Afrikaaners
themselves. Take Anton Rupert. He
founded Rembrandt Tobacco Corpo-
ration 21 years ago. Today .it is
worth 650 million Rand (a rand is
worth $11/8). In this period it has
become a mult.i-national corporation
with 50 factoDies in 23 countries.
Last year its sales exceeded $2 billion.
It boasts that One out of ten
cigarettes smoked in the West is
made by ,it. Recently, it has started
producing liquor. Against stiff Ame-
rican compet.ition, Rembrandt ac-
quired one of Canada's largest bre-
weries, thanks to the help of a
friendly European banker.

In the tradition of Nuffield and
Carnegie, Rupert g.ives a portion of
his profits for the advancement of \
the arts and sciences. Thus, Rupert
boasts that his "Corporation shared
its profits with universities, art foun-
dations and amateur sport and other
cultural bodies." He has also agreed
to become an honorary industrial ad-
viser to the Government of Lesotho.
His philosophy is that "he who covets _
all, loses all". He claims that.in
countr,ies where he has established
factories, 50 per cent of the shares
are given to the local people. Yet
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have been devoured. Thus Philips
swallowed Pye and Chrysler took over
Roots of the U.K. Fiat has made a
take over bid for Citroen. These, as
can be seen, have cuj: across national
boundaries. Thus, the cry of multi- -
pli~ity of small businesses has the
distinction of being impractical.

The same insensiti\lity to the inter-
play of economic forces was also re-
vealed on the question of the merit
of economic growth. In capitaI.lst
countries this has become the Ele-
venth Commandment and by far the
most important. Capitalism believes
that ,its very survival depends 9.n
maintaining a high rate of growth.
rais said and ,it sent the Afrikaaner
Thus in the present set-up with all
resources strained to achieve this,
what would one th.ink of one who
savs that he is for a lower rate of
growth? And this is just what Ma-
nouveau riche .into hysterics-"we
say that the ·growth rate should be
restricted to the availability of white
labour. If we improve the efficiency
of the white labour pool, we would
grow at the rate of 2-!% to H%".

The rage of the bourgeoisie at th[s
nonsensical talk was understandable,
for South Africa has boasted an aver-
age growth rate of H per cent over
the past few years. Thus in the ver-
krampte attempt to safeguard what
seemed to be the interests of the
wh.ite workers, they were prepared
to allow the economy to run down-
hill. It is small wonder that one of
Vorster's MPs bluntly told his au-
dience, "If ~he I-I.N.P. came into
power all of us would be reduced to
eating bread and mealie pap" ·,meal.ie
pap is one of the staple· diets of the
MriQans) ..

The local bourgeoisie for .its own
expansion needs skilled workers;
Such labour lis available among the
blacks. But job reservation pros-
cr.ibes the use of such. A way out
was suggested and tried by inducing
the white workers to work overtime.
Th:is has had the effect of increas.ing
the incidence of the death rate
among such workers. A trade union
leader warned that overtime was
sending the white workers to their
graves. Immigration was also tried
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the verkrampte as "the greatest threat
to the white man ,in South Africa".
Their hatred for him is understand-
able. It was he who opened the
doors of the highly profitable gold
mining ,industry which for 50 years
was monopolised by the English, to
the Afrikaaners, particularly to Tom
Muller, who .is the brother of South
Africa's Minister of Foreign Affairs.
This unity of the Afr.ikaciner and
English bourgeoisie received the bles-
sings of Vorster himself.

Against Big Business
To the Hertzogites, Oppenheimer

represents that evil .incarnate who
has been responsible for corrupting
Afrikaaners and turning them away
from the cherished goal of a pure
Calvin.ist State to "liberalism". But
,in attackinp,: this mining magnate, the
H.N.P. men were also pointing their
knives at the big Afrikaaner bourgeoi-
sie operating through .institutions like
the Volkskaas, SANTAM, Trust
Bank and Ff"derale Yolks. Rupert
has been long regarded as a renegade
by this sfction. The H.N.P in its
unbridled attack On Oppenhe.imer
came ont aga,inst big business as
such. Said Jap Marais, deputy lea-
der of ~he H.N.P, "We are in favour
of the mult.iplicity of small businesses.
The growth of big business can and
should be control1ed (our emphasis).
We would not have a flat rate of
company tax and thus would remove
the burden on the small businessman.
We would also force banks to re-,
duce overdrafts to large firms so that
they could give more credit to smal-
ler companies in times of cr.ises. The
principle behind this policy is that
the economic subjugation of the
Afrikaaner by fore.igners must end".

Here then cis the thinking of the
white petite bourgeois who is bliss-
fully unaware of the direction of capi-
talist development wh.ich shows grea-
ter. and greater concentration of
capital giving rise to super-monopoEes,
euphemistically called multi-national
corporations. Corporations like Ge-
neral Motors have a GNP greater
than medium sized countries like
Belg.ium and Argentina. In this new
and ferocious war, smaller companies
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Rupert fully subscribes to the po1.icy
of apartheid.

Rupert's English counterpart is
Harry Oppenheimer. His Anglo-
American .is Africa's largest single
concern. When one of his subsidia-
r.ies was "Zambianised" with the State
taking over 51 per cent of the shares,
he received a compensation of over
£ 50 mill.ion. Another of his subsi-
diaries De Beers has been ranked
by the American Wall Street maga-
zine Forune as one of the top 200
firms outside the U.S. Besides be:'
~ng South Africa's leading mining
magnate, Opphenheimer has a large
share in South Africa's A.E. & C.I.,
the largest industr;ial enterprise in the
country. So w.ide and powerful are
his interests that his name is found
in the l,ists of directors of big over-
seas banks like Barclays and Banque
du Paris.

The Afrikaaner and English bour-
geoisie not only cooperate locally but
also have Iinks with the European,
American and Japanese counterparts.
The Afrikaaners have forged a link
with the Japanese big bus.iness in
the sphere of motor car production
and distribution. Recently, the Por-
tuguese Government announced its
plan to proceed w.ith the construc-
tion of the Caborra Bassa Dam and
three international consortia tendered
for it. If built\the dam would be
Africa's largest-.its cost is estimated
at £ 125 million. It is significant
that all the three consortia had
one South Africa interest. Thus
ZAMCO wh.ich was finally awar-
ded the contract consisted
of the following : West Germany:
Siemens; Telefunken; Brown Baverie
of Mannheim, Hotchief of Essen;
Voith of Germany. France: Als-
thorn of Paris; C.G.I of Paris; Com-
pagnie de Enterprises Electriques of;
Paris. Sweden; Asia: This has now
withdrawn from the consort.ium be-
cause of ~the political imp],ibations
and a British firm has taken its place.
South Africa: L.T.A. (Oppenhe.i-
mer's subsidiary) and Vecor of
Johannesburg.

The target of virulent attack by
the H.N.P. has been Harry Oppen-
heimer. He has been described by
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Own and had to launch one on the
eve of the elect.ions. The 'parliamen-
tary caucus of the Nationalist party
had swung over to Vorster. And the
South African premier could welI say
that the election results were a vfin-
dicat.ion of his "Outward looking
policy" which linvolves greater con-
tact with the African States. This
expresses the needs of the wh.ite
bourgeoisie wh.ich in this present
stage of development sees the neces-
sity Ipf exporting capital as well as
manufactured goods.

The split in the National.ist party
and its aftermath shows that the Afd-
kaaner block ,is no longer homoge-
neous. Historically nationalist mO-
vements at a certain stage of deve-
lopment split up. Afrikanner na-
tionalism has proved no exception.
Class confLict has hurled the Afri-
kaaner into two warring groups. But

. the process of fragmentation has only
begun.

The principal contrad.iction in
South African sooiety is between the
16 million oppressed on the one hand
and imperialism with .its agents,
the wHite bourgeoisie, on the other.
The class struggle thus expresses it-
self in the form of a national l<'ibera-
tion movement un.iting all the strata
of the oppressed and whose pro-
gramme is to give land to the WIer,
and to achieve full democratic rights
as those enjoyed by the wh.ites. In
this struggle the perite bourgeoisie
will be fragmented further by the pull
of the two antagonistic forces in
South African society. I In such a
situat.ioI1 the white working class
which' has at present been bribed
with a few privileges by the imperia-
lists, but wh1ich is nevertheless ex-
ploited could well detach itself from
the wh.ite block. The black worker
wh.ich it had feared hitherto it will
now regard as a friend. Or in a
part.icular phase of the conflict the
white workers could be neutralised.
This could pave the way for the forg- -
ing of a true alliance between true
friends towards the construction of a
new soc.ial order that will do away
not only With colour prejudice, but
also its parent which is the exploita-
tion Of man by man.
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his audience, "I would never ~it and
have tea with a black man whoever
he may be and however high his
qual.ifications".

However, lit was left to the H.N.P.
to take this racialism right into the,
white camp. Among the Afr.ikaaners
an~i-semitism and anti-English feeling
have always been present. But this
was never made open and certainly
it never figured in an election plat-
form. On the contrary what was
emphasized was White Un\ity aga.inst
the Black Danger. The late Dr
Verwoerd did succeed in attracting a
certain sect.ion of the Eng]ish speak-
ing whites into the Nationalist Party
fold. The H.N.P. openly came out
and sa~d that there was only One
nation' .in South Africa-the Afri-
kaaner nation. And through its pub-
lica~ion, the Afrikaaner, it said,
"There .is no room for anyone but
the Calvinists .. even Christian whites
are unacceptable. Only the best cis
good enough, because many forms of
Christ.ianity have become watered
down and it is not enough to say
that you are a good Christian."

And Stoffberg, one of the verkram-
pte MPs wh6 lost hiis seat, said, "The
only way to. attain unity in South
Afr.ica is to have one official language
-Afrikaans· (at present Engliish is
also the official language). There is
only one indigenous nation in South
Afr\ica, the Afrikaaner. The other
groups can jo.in the Afrikaaner if
they accept this."

In plain word~ the English were
told that in the new Calvlinist utopia,
they would be stripped of thcir citi-
zenship rights. THis produced the
unexpected result of an English back-
lash where they voted as a group for
the United Party giving .it a gain of .
nine seats.

In the struggle between the bour-
goisie and the petiite bourgeo.isie the'
former has emerged the victor. Be-
fore the election, in the power strug-
gle the Afrikaaner financiers had
chalked \important victories by weed-
ing out the verkrampte from the net-
work of' Afrikaaner organisation's
from the cultural to the educational.
Overn.ight the Hertzogites found that
they were \viithout a press of their

but it could only be stopgap. But
the H.N.P. has set its face against
.immigration and said "Roman Catho-
l:ics from Southern Europe should
not be allowed for, they are a danger
to the civilisation we know." And
on the question of non-whites ac-
quiring skilled jobs, .it reiterated,
"We would stop any relaxation of
job reservation".

Imperialism which has a huge
economic stake lin the country was
alarmed. Such .irresponsible talk
from the fanatical section of the pe-
tite bourgeoi~ic was a danger to its
interests. El.iminatiori. of foreign con-
trol from the economy could only
lead to the na~ionalisation of gold
mines. And there was little doubt
that its .intelligcnce had in fact re-
ported that a section of the wh'ite
mineowners' trade union was advo-
cating that. It sent some of its
ablest reporters not only to cover the
elect.ion, but also to probe the poten-
tial of thlis new breed of Afrikaaners.
They heaved a sigh of relief at the
election results which crushed the
Hertzog.ites, showing that the AfIli-
kaaner bourgeois.ie was in complete
control. However, the electoral de-
bacle only served to remove the
str:uggle from the parliamentary arena.

Only Bosses
Racialism which poured from the

mouths of all the pol.iticians was as
dirty as it was disgustJing. Here
there was no difference between the
three parties. All made the most
"verkral11pte" of speeches. Vorster's
Deputy Min.ister of Educatlion, Dr
Koornhoof, himself a Cambridge
schol~r who once wrote a thesis at-
tacking apartheid, told a rally: "In
wHite South Afr.ica, only the white
man was baas (boss) and the Na-
tionalist Party would maintain this
posit.ion forever wfith force if neces-
sary". And M. C. Botha, a full-fledged
cabinet minister, has this to say: "The
most important part of the election
~nd the preoccupat.ion of every South
African was apartheid .... the Na-
tionalist Party believes lin stronger and
yet stronger measures to keep black
nd white races apart". And_a Un.it-
d Party MP, not to be outdbne, told



This latest stockyard ot Hlndustan ~tcel at f'andu Port, Gauhati, is
the first stockyard by any major producer of steel in Assam and
gives Assam's industries the much needed fillip by way of a
dependable source nearer home for their needs of steel- Steel at
FAIR PRICES. Steel of the best QUALITY. Steel in a WIDE RANGE
OF CATEGORIES AND SIZES. The opening of the Gauhati stock-
yard is yet another step in Hindustan Steel's pOlicy of having a
network of steel service centres spread all over the country.

,
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Plants: Rourkela . Bhilai. Durgapur. Alloy Steels Plant: Durgapur. Regd. Office.
Ranchi . Central Sales Office: 2 Fairlie Place. Calcutta.1. Other stockyards at.
Ahmedabad, Bangal.ore, Bhubaneswar, Bombay, Calcutta, Cochin. Delhi. Dhanbad.
Indore, Jullundur, Kanpur, Madras and Secunderabad.iam·HST.IOA/70
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(Gandhiji at his prayer meeting
in Delhi. October 6.1947)

Fu1£illing the demands of se1£-relia~~~in the engineering and construction of our steel plants'

M. N. DASTUR ~ CO. (P) L.TD. CONSVl..TING E~G~~~_R,~_,~_Al"CUTTA
'- ,- - - .----.- - . "

M. K. Gandhi

\

The first lesson that we must learp is of self-help
and self-reliance. If we assimilate this lesson, we shall
at once free ourselves from the disastrous dependence
upon the foreign countries and ultimate bankruptcy .
.This is not said in arrogance, but as a matter of fact. ,
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constituted more than One-
third of the population. Soon,
however, indented labour was
replaced by slave labolJr, as the capi-
tal tied up in slaves (as well as the
new capital "created" in the bodies
of their offspings) proved a more
stable "investment" than :that tied
up in redempt.ioners periodically com-
pleting their terms of indenture, then
marrying and giving b.irth to a new
generation of free men. In th.is fash-
ion, the large plantation Owners
acquired the means of production,
appropriating Indian lands, disposses-
sing the small planters and enslaving
the black r;:v:e.

--
Exactions

The American colonies became a
huge plantation prdviding staples to
foreign markets. In addition, the
British Government demanded tri-
bute. At first, 1/5th part of the gold'
and silver discovered was demanded;
latar, wJ,en commeroe developed,
monopoly trade between England and
the colonies was established. Still
later, a new form of tribute was exac-
ted in the form of taxation. Other
forms of exactions were also imposed,
the principal ones entailing the pro-
h.ibition of internal commerce, and
the right of the British Parliament to
make all laws-criminal and civil-
to bind the colonies.

Moreover, during the reign of King
GerJrge III, the English Government
prohibited the colonies from
printing, minting Or issuing mo-
ney. Britain had a monopoly
over the money-creating powers
;:)ad the private British bankers waxed
'rich through their control of credit
III the colon~es. This is one of the
reasons the American merchants were
anxious to gain control over the
money-creating powers for themselves.
Nonetheless, it was no easy matter
for the American merchants to break
t.ies with the British bankers and mer-

Basis Of U.S. Expansion:
Of American Banks Abroad

DICK CROOTH

was invested and loaned to exploit
the peoples of the world.

What follows is a short history of
this political economy of U.S.
imperialism.

To acquire the means, of existence,
the Amer.ican colonists appropriated
lands and treasure from the Indians.
To do this, they enslaved and des-

. t~oyed betwejen 40 and 50'-million
people inhabiting the area between
Mexico and the Arctic, justifying
these actions with racist .ideology and
ignorance. Of the lands and treasures
appropriated in this fash.ion, '\ the
Crown demanded tribute while the
Crowncprotected . monqpolYi corn-.
panies took the profits. Soon, as land
claims were staked out by some colo-
nists, the Crown monopolies were
replaced by plantations and British
stock companies. Since these plan-
tations produced for an increasing
foreign market, the large .plantations
SOon sought more land, thereby for-
cing the smaller planters to the inte-
rior and leaving the large proprietors
and stock companies with tidewater
lands. On the heels of the enlarging
plantations demanding labourers, an
.increasing division of social labour
ensued.

As land was free for the taking, few
free men would work f0r wages, and
to obtain a labour-force the planta-
tion owners~turned to unfree forms of
labour. In sum, while the plantation
system brought slavery! .nto' being,
that system was itself brought .into
existence by foreign-mainly British-
markets. Accordingly, the .increase
in the slave population paralleled the
rise of the plantation system and the
proportion of Negroes to the total
population was the highest in the
plantation states. Besides the black
slaves, there were other unfree labo-
urers, the indentured servants consti-
tuting half of the immigrants in colo-
nial America. Together, by 1770 the
unfree workers in the colonies

., -.
EconomIc

A Study
The

BEFORE the Uhited States
became an imperial nation,

she broke England's colonial. grasp,
fought off Britain's. neo-colonial sub-
jugation, consol~dated her economic
might, became a world trader and a
creditQr nation, developed a rinass
production system, and-after World
\Var II-became the leading capital
exporter in the imper~al world.
This development of the material con-
ditions of power was beset by a
dass system, the benefits of which
flowed to a few and the burdens of
which were imposed on the great
imajorlity of th~ people, However,
neither these benefits nor these bur-
dens, were equaUy distributed.( On
the one hand, the several landed and
commercial classes were divided,
each wanting to rule America, yet
those with land succumbing to the
superior financial and marketplace
power of the commercial classes.

On the other hand, the super-ex-
ploitation of the black slaves (and,
later, :the "fred" black workers):
found its complement in the tempo-
rary indenture of white workers and
the exploitation of ! a "freel wage-
earning class. As the material con-
q.itions of production developed in
the course of the Civil War, the
financ.ial aristocracy gained the upper
hand, subjugating the other social
classes and taking charge of the poli-
tical economy. Here lay the power
for the initial U.S. expansion beyond
her borders, first by the export of
commodities and, later-when the
U.S. had become a creditor nation-,
by fhe export of investment and loan
capital. Moreover, from the First to
the Second World War, the con-
centration and centralisation of both
capital and control remained in the
hands of 1:1 few. The Second
World War accelerated this trend
and provided the material condition
for the postwar export of vast amo-
unts of U.S. capital-an export which

"
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Before the American Civil War, the
States of the--B nion followed the so.,.
called '''free'' banking rule. Under
this rule almost any group which
wished to do so could open a bank
and i8'Suenotes. The various States
had their own rules permitting such
banking operations, and the money '-
(called notes) issued by the banks
stood on the reputation of the bank
itself. These banks were isolated
and did business within limited boun.
daries; accordingly, their notes wel:C
not known outside of the locality
where they did husiness and so their
notes were not considered as money
for trading goods in other areas. As
a result, the small banks could not
weld capital or capital power toge-
they; that only the merchant capi-
talists were ahle to do.

The Civil 'Var hrought govern-
ment stimulation to capital accumula-
tian anel centralisation in its train.
That war called for finances, which
were provided by the Federal .Debt.
The debt was that of the American
people; the creditors were the mer.
chant capitalists and other financiers --
who could purchase commodities, ex-
tend credit and wield capital. Tbe
Federal Debt shot upwards from $4.8
million in IRGO to $C77.8 million in
1865. It remained over $2,000 mil_
lion into the early 1880's. The finan-
ciers purchasing the debt received
the taxpayen;' monies as interes:t-
some $3.2 million in 1860, $;77.4
million in 1865, $129.2 million in
1870, $103 million in 1875, and so
on. The centralisation of-capital and
profits surged. President Lin,coln
took fright at the bankers' liberty to
crea te money for profitable lending.
He pushed for the National Bank
Act of 1863, in order to impose Fede.
ral regulations on the private banks.
Henceforth, private 'banks had to
receive their charters from the Fede.
ral Government. As President Lincoln
said at the time: "Mortey is the crea-
ture of law, and the creation of the
original .issue of money should be
maintained 'as ;an exclusive mono-
poly of the National Government."
While the Federal Government print-
ed the currency which was used for

foreign markets. With. the produc-
tion of products, credit could be ex-
tended to purchasers and money with
value could be printed. The Ame-
rican merchant capitalists were the
principal creditors~purchasers were
not required to pay for the goods
immegiately and they became debtors
of the merchant capitalists plying
the trade between the plantation
owners, the workshop keepers, the
yeoman farmers and the Europeans.
In a sense, these early merchant capi-
talists began to centralize the control
of credit. In this fashion, the Ame-
rican Revolution catapulted the
budding class system of the pre-revo-
lutionary period into the post-revo-
lutionary future.

Fight for Control
The framing of the American

Constitution, the control of the Gov-
ernment and the regulation of social
relations were the result of a struggle
between two basic sets of propertied
classes. On the one side were those
who held land-as well as slaves for
those who were pla~tation owners.
On the other side were those who
:engagecL.in work:shop Iprodltction,
commerce, finance and merchant cre-
dit. From the beginning, the forces
of commerce held the upper hand.
They were able to extend the mar.
ketplace and thus extend the money
economy from the farthest reaches of
the frontier back to England. Ame.
rican merchan:t capitalists began to
exploit producers at both ends of the
trade transaction, buying low in
America and selling high if! Britain
(and vice versa) ; buying low from the
plantations and selling high in the
Northern cities (and vice versa): re-
gulating production and producers in
the cities and selling their production
in the hinterlands of America. As
far as credit was concerned, then, the
merchant capitalists played a key
role. To further facilitate trade dur-
ing the course of the 19th century,
the state banks and the national banks
all printed money. Nonetheless, the
merchant capitalists knew how best
to use it for extending credit and
making payments, all to their great
profit.

FRONTIER·

chant capitalists in cOntral af vast
quantities af gaads, capital. and ~l~us
credit. In the final analys.1s,BntIsh
credit was the sale af gaads to. Ame-
ricans the pa,yment far which was
temp;rar.ily pastpaned. Since Britain
provided much af the stapfes and
manufactured gaads to. calanial Ame-
rica, the War af Independence inter-
rupted the flaw af British trade and
with it this supply af credit. The
Americans cauld nat immediately
produce such manufactures aSI Br.i-
tain had provided, and the paper
maney they issued was warthless to.
purchase that which was nat produ-
ced. When the calanists permitted
the Cantinental Cangress to. .issue
paper maney-"Cantinental dallars':
they were called-, they proved to. be
nearly warthless. "Nat warth a
Cantinental," the peaple said to. in-
dicate the tatal valueless currency af
that day. Mareaver, their warthless-
ness was ensured when the Br.itish
caunterfeited the "Cantinental" and
the States refused to. make them
gaad far the payment af debts. .

America became an independent
natian. Yet, she was still subject to.
the ecanamic .inraads af the British
merchant capitalists plying the trade
between Eurape and America. Eca-
namio imperialism was a mighty farce.
while pal.itical independence was still
a fragile pawer. This was frankly
recagnized by the American mer-
chants, plantatian awners and work-
shap proprietars. Their defence
against British imperialism walS,the
increasing ability to. praducc.

The original plantations in Ame-
rica were called colonies; these calo-
nies grew to the point where men of
property indented and enslaved other
men in order to produce commodi_
ties far markets both at home and
abroad. Moreover, in the larger
towns and cities, workshops operated
hy proprietors employing others be-
gan to produce a myriad of commo_
dities for sale. Here lay the basis for
the economic de'fence of the newly
independent colonies-the plantation
owners, the workshops and the indi-
genous merchant capitalists who be-
gan to produce and distribute com-
modities for both the domestic and
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some 8 per cent oJ the world import
and export trade; in 1860 she held
9 per cent; in 1880 10 per cent; and
in 190.0 II per cent. On the eve of
World War I, in 1913, the U.S. held
15 per cem of world trade.

Not only did the U.S. share of
world trade increase; after 1880
America exported more than she im.
ported. This meant that foreign
nations had to obtain dollars to pay
for their imports from the United
States. To obtain these dollars
foreign countries used their imperial
investment and shipping earnings, and
permitted U.S. investments to be made
abroad. Nonetheless, annual foreign
capital investments in the U.S. were
greater than U.S. capital investments
abroad until about 1900. Since U.S.
capital exports did not place enough
dollars in the hands of foreign pur.
chasers of American goods, they were
forced to use gold to make payment.
In this fashion, the United States
moved from the status of a debtor
colony to a creditor nation, export-
ing capital and sucking up the gold
hoards of other nations. This pro.
cess was \'astly accelerated during the
course of the first Great War.

As American capital flowed abroad,
U.S. private investments rose from
$100 million in 1869 to $2,500 million
in 1908; they rose again to $3,500
million in June 1917, and doubled
once more to $7,000 million by 1919.
The biggest increase obviously came
during 'World 'War 1. Most of the
U.S. investments were placed 111

Latin America, which became the
special stamping grounds for North
American exploits.

Without capital accumulation and
centralisation, the corporations and
banks in the United States would
have been unable to finance either
trade or capital exports. By 1888
U.S. banks held more deposits than
the banks in their major competitor
nations, namely Britain and Ger-
many. By 1913, American banks
held double the deposits of British
banks and well over twice those of
German banks. By 1928, U.S. bank

- deposits were 3-£ those of her Bri.,
Stat~s held tish counterparts and more than 9

The Move Abroad
In 1840 the United

fluences in President Grant's adminis.
tration. By controlling credit, the
tinancial aristocracy was able to con-
trol prices, production, and thus the
employment and consumption levels
of the people. In the panic of 1907,
the infighting between the financiers
for control over corporations and
banks caused the wheels of industry
to slow down and widespread unem-
ployment and hardship followed.
\Vhile the bankers created the crisis,
they also recognized its d<lingers. To
stop the crisis from spreading, J. P.
Morgan took command in creating a
cartel amongst the biggest banks in
the nation. This was done through
the New York Clearing House Asso-
ciation, which the administration of
President Theodore Roosevelt per.
mitted to create out of thin air some
$100 million in paper money. This
money was thereafter loaned by the
banks at interest charges to the bor-
rowers. The Government had given
the big bankers the right to create
money for lending at a profit! For
his alleged yeoman's work in cooling
the panic, President Roosevelt per?

- mitted Morgan's steel interests, cen-
tred in the United States Steel Cor-
pOl-ation, to acquire and merge the.
southern steel industry located at
Birmingham; it mattered little to the
President' that the anti.trust law
prohibited such a merger.

The people were incensed over the
panic of 1907. Their indignation
forced· a series of investigations
through both the Senate <lind the
House of Representatives. 'The
famous Pujo-Committee revealed the
operations of the "money trust"-a
network of holding companies and
other interlocking relationships
which gave a small group of Wall
Street financiers control of the· big
banks in New York City and most of
the" [mancial power in the entire
nation. These banks and financiers
centralised capital, regulated the ex-
tension of credit and thus controlled
production, employment and con-
sumptio.n by the American people.

- I
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Centralised capital knew no bounds
and it soon engulfed every operation
of government in the name of al-
mighty profit.

After the Civil War and up to
1913, the mation suffered four panics
."'-.those of 1873, 1884, 1893 and 1907.
These panics were in part brought
on by the deliberate manipulations
;md corrupt practices of large ;md-
nied interests. The panic of 1873,
for example, followed on the heels
of huge speculative schemes and the
corruption of both members of Con.
,gress and individuals with strong in.

trade in the rapidly industrializing
American economy, the bankocracy

~centralised it through the Govern-
ment Debt. Despite Ame Lincoln's
fear of the bankocracy, they ruled
the day.

After the Civil War, the Federal
Govemment }again stimulated tl~e
centralisation' of capital by the fin.

r ancial aristocracy. To accommodate
the impetus given to industry and
commerce during the Civil War and
to provide <linoutlet for capital cen.
tralisations resulting from that war,
railways were extended. Rail lines
rapidly rose from some 30,000 miles
of track in 1860 to 32,000 in 1879;
they further increased to 166,000 in

.1890 and to 242,000 in 1910. To
finance these lines, the Govel1nment
gave lavish grants of land and the
financiers floated high.interest paying
bonds. Railroads frauds were com-'
monplace. In the ~nfamous Credit
Mobilier railroad fraud, one of the

- three Congressional inves~iga;ting
committees, the Poland Committee,
declared in its 1873 report:

This country is fast becoming
~ filled with gigantic corporations,

wielding and controlling immense
aggregations of money and there.
by commanding great influence
and power. It is notorious in any
~tate legislatures that these influ ..
ences are often controlling, so that
in effect they become the mling
power of the state. Within a few
years Congress has to some exten
been brought within similar in-
Huences.



5.6 per cent of the total num-
ber of manufacturing establishments
produced goods of $5,000 value or
more, employed 58 per cent of all
workers and turned out some 69 per
cent of all goods made. In other
words, throughout the inter-war years
industrial capital was 11ighly cen-
tralised, as were workers manufac-
turing goods.

The centralisation of banking
capital and industrial production led
to the export of finance and goods.
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World Trader
By 1929 the United States held 14

per cent of the volume of interna-
tional trade. In that year, America
con~rolled 121- per cent of the value
of world impotts and 17 per cent
of the value of world exports. The
United States had become a major
world trader.

World War I demand for Ameri-
can commodities also brought a de-
mand ior credit in its train. Manu-
facturers began to deal directly with
foreign buyers, rather than to depend
upon merchaJnt capitalists. Merchant
capital was replaced by, financial
capital-i.e., financial credit-for
trade tf"ansactions. Sometimes the
credit was extended by industrial
corporations and sometimes by com.
m~rcial banks. Since the industrial
corporations provided the basis for
cotnmodity production in America,
manufacturers often turned to their
b~nkers for financial information and
credits for exporting. The larger
banks responded by opening ,branches
in overseas banking centres to pro-
vide on-the-spot information and
credit. Using one legal manoeUHe
or another, the American banks ex-
tended their operations abroad.

A change in the composition of
U.S. exports required that longer-and-
longer-term credit be extended to
purchasers. In 1880 almost 85 per
cent of American exports were com-
posed of crude materials, crude food-
stuffs and manufactured foodstuffs;
by 1920, such exports compr~sed only
481- per cent of total U.S. exports
and by the eve of World War III:,only
18 per cent of total exports. More
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money and credit and thus the cost
of borrowing. From 1927-33, several
laws ga\ e legal sanction to the com-
plete domination of the money-
creating powers by the private bank-
ing interests. Behind these laws and
take-overs stood the powerful Ameri-
can Bankers Association. Even F. D.
Roosevelt lost in his struggle with
the bankers in the New Deal period.
By 1935, the New York Federal Re-
serve Bank was placed at the pinnacle
of control over money creation. A
central ba,nk had been_ created; it
was under the control of the largest
private banks in America.

'Without regulation, the private
banks were linked together in a
series of bank chains across the Uni-
ted States. Through the use of the
holding company device, a· large
number of banks were brought under
the control of a single organisation,
much as if they were all branches of
a single bank. Whereas in 1926 only
a few insignificant banks were con-
trolled by holding companies, by the
end of 1929 some 38 holding com-
panies controlled over 500 banks with
com bined resources of $8 billion.
'Vith but one exception, these banks
were in States not permitting branch
banking, and thus these holding com·
panies were used to avoid reguiation.
By 1933, there were some 660 banks
operating 2.911 branches with loans,
investments and deposits of over $151-
billion; by 1939, 1,019 banks operat-
ing 3,629 bran(:hes held some $35!
billion in loans, investments and de-
posits. A handful of holding com-
panies centralised close to 1/6 of aW
the branch banks under their aegis.
This centralised capital was the
super-charge which permitted the
bankers to expand their operations at
home and abroad.

'Vhile banking capital centralised,
likewise did industrial capital. By
1923, 5.3 per cent of the total num-
ber of manufacturing establishments
prodllc~d products with a value of
$5,000 or more per year, employ-
ed almost 57 per cent of all
and produced 66 per cent of
all products made. By 1929, the
year of the Great Crash, about

times those of the Germa,n banks.
With such capital hoards at their
disposal, the American bankers were
able to shift capital from one use to
another-now exporting capital, then
using it productively at home.

The centralisation of U.S. bank-
ing capital was facilitated by the
creation of a central bank. The
Federal Reserve Act, passed in 1913,
established 12 regional banks, each
with autonomy in its own region
and designed to aid the privately
owned commercial banks to create
credit and money. No central bank
then existed. When the Act was
under consideration, President Wil-
son attempted to continue the Lin-
coIn ian policy of public--il1ot private
-control of the banking system.
Wilson said: "The control of the
system of banking and of issue which
our new laws are to set up must be
public, not private." ~nd, he con-
tinued, 'jH must be vested in the
Government itself so that the banks
may be' the instruments, not the mas-
ters, of business and individual ini-
tiative and enterprise." Just as Lin-
coln lost to ~e bankocracy, so did
Wilson. In the Federal Reserve Act,
a majority of six out of nine direc-
tors of each regional Federal Reserve
ba,nk were to be chosen absolutely by
the banking community. This per-
mitted the bankers to dominate and
centralise the entire American bank-
ing system. The bankers occuping
posts in the Federal Reserve banks
were in a position to regulate them-
selves! While the Federal Reserve
legislation was meant to give the
bankers a monopoly over..•.money-
creation in the United States, it was
not to be an unbridled monopoly.

By the early ]920s, the bankers
took the power to create credit and
money as they pleased. In a so-
called "palace revolution" in 1922,
the big bankers converted the Fede-
ral Reserve System into a central
banking 'arrangement in control of
all credit in America. Without go-
ing into the complex ltechnicalities
t)f the matter, suffice it to say that io
1923 an Open Market Committee
was formed to control the supply of
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and more, the United States export.
ed manufactured goods and such
goods were financed for lengthly
periods of time. U.S. banks and
traders had a good deal to do with
extending long-term finance for these
exports.

The American Empire was both a
trading ancl investment empire. The
Open Door policy was used since the
turn of the century for both trade
and investments. During the inter-
war years, U.S. investments abroad
increased almost 70 per cent-from
$7 billion in 19]9 to $12.3 billion
in 1940. Almost the entire increase
was due to private investments, and
long-term direct investments by pri.
vate concerns and banks were more
than haH of the total. Besides heavy
bank loans to vanquished Germany,
American bankers lent to industrial
corporations at home. U.S. corpora-
tions did not have enough surplus
capital in the 1920's to embark upon
the extensive expansion they cOil1tem-
plated the world over. They turned
to the banks to obtain the pecuniary
wherewithal for their foreign opera-
tions. Since the banks had the
power to create credit out of thin
air, they fortified industrial exp3Jn.

/ sian abroad-both banker and indus-
trialists were deeply involved in ex·
porting capital in the inter-war years.

More Guns, Less 'Butter
During the Second World War, a

policy of "More Guns and less Butter"
was enforced by the Federal Govern-
ment. Big business interests were
called upon to man and direct the
domestic war effort, to mobilize the
American economy to produce mili-
tary goods and to channel the labour
and taxes of the people into the pro-
fit and capital accounts of industry.
The State became the political ex-
tension of the most powerful mono.
polist groups in America. Between
June 1940 and September 1944, the
big corporations i,n America grew fat
on war contracts: some 66 per cent
of the prime contracts awarded by
the Federal Government went to the
top 100 corporations, while 30 per
cent went to the top 10 companies!
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The small firms received relatively
few prime contracts, even though
they comprised the vast majority of
manufacturing concerns: companies
employing less than 500 workers and
comprising about 98 per cent of all
manufacturing firms in America re-
ceived some 22 per cent of the value
of all prime Government contracts.
The profits of war went to the few.

Industry was also centralised dur.
ing the war. At a conference on De-
fence, one authority rendered the
following verdict: * .

As a result of World War II (he
said) big business grew bigger, ab-
solutely and in some cases, rela-
tively, and its power over the mar-
ket was generally enhanced. One
illustration will perhaps suffice.
The United States Steel Corpora-
tion when organised in 1901 pro-
duced nearly two-thirds of the total
steel ingot tonnage produced in
this country. Between 1901 and
1939 it steadily declined in relative
importance. By 1939 its percent-
age of total domestic output had
been cut almost in ha]f. World
War II with its authoritarian con-
trols reversed this trend. I;>uring"
and since the war United States
Steel has grown so fast and at times
and in some areas even faster than
the domestic market for steel ...
War calls for more steel, and, to
produce more steel, the steel in-
dustry must grow .... The Uni-
ted States Steel Corporation is
about as large as all the British
steel companies, plus all the Bel-
gian steel comp:lJnies, plus all the
French steel companies combined,
and, in the language of the (US)
Supreme Court minority opinion,
"It is big enough." .
As industry grew wealthy and con-

centrated during the war, likewise
did the banks. The American banko-
cracy lived on debt and the larger the
Government debt grew, the richer

* A conferl'nce sponsored 1:>ythe Univer-
"dty of Chicago Law School, "Defence, Con-
trols and Inflation," Aaron Director (ed.)
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1952). pp, 287-88.

it became. During the war, the total
Governmeil1t debt outstanding rose
from $63,251 million in 1940 to
$218,482 million at the end of the
fiscal year 1944. While American
patriots laid down their lives in bat.
tle and exerted their muscles and
brai.ns in producing war goods to
stop fascist aggression, the financiers
and ban~ocracy accumulated profits
from loans to the Government. Of
course, some of the loans to the Gov-
ernment came directly from the work-
ing people; nonetheless, the finan.
ciers took up a large share of the
Govennment borrowings.

The people paid for the National .
Debt. The bankocracy slipped into
the people's pocketbook by (1) tak-
ing a portion of their wages and
salaries (2) which they paid to the
Government in taxes and (3) which
the Goyernment spent on interest
charges due on the National De.bt.
After the war, the Government bor.
rowed even more 'from the bankerl>
and financial houses. The banko.
cracy took even more profits than
during the war:

During the war, interest pay·
ments rose from $1,686 million in
1940 to $2,786 million in 1944.

After the war, interest payments
rose from $4,422 million in 1946 to
$12,278 million in ]966.

This near three-fold increase in pay-
ments after the war was pure profit
to the bankers, since they created
money without cost to themselves.

The big banks further centralised
ban k deposi ts as well. In] 964, !per
cent of all b<links in America held
almost 42 per cent of all deposits!
While the number of banks varied
only slightly from 1945 to 1965, the
number of branches incr~ased
almost four times (from 4,]68 in

. 1945 to 16,634 in 1965). One Gov.
ernment report notes that branch
banking and holding companies cen·
tralize control over banking funds in
the hands of a few large banks.

For example (this study notes),
the Bank of America, National
Trust & Savings Association, ana·
tional bank chartered in 1904 to
do business in Sa·n Francisco, ope.
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Jtnats this sign a symbolfor?
\

New ideas in engineering. They originate at L&T whe~e a group of engineers design,\
manufacture and install plant and equipment for major industries-chemical and
pharmaceutical, food and dairy, minerals and oil, pulp and paper, steel and cement, \
power and irrigation. The L&T sign also symbolises complete plant construction I
based on process know-how from clients and collaborators-plants seen through
from greenfield site to final commissioning. In short, the L&T sign symbolises the
development of every vital industry in India.

LARSEN & "'OUBRO LIMITED P.O. Box 278, Bombay I.'



rates more than 800 banking offices
throughout the State of California.
Bank of America with current de-
posits in excess of $15 billion, is
still active in expanding its branch
office network. (lit has also acquir~
ed addjtional outlets by mergers,
operating offices of the merged
banks as branch€6.

Another example of multi-office
banking in California is the Wes~
tern Bancorporation, a bank hold-
ing - company. This corporation,
at the end of 1965, owned 23 banks
in 11 far western States. Its Cali~
fornia subsidiary is the United
California Bank, ... which at the
time operated 189 offices with total
deposits of nearly $3 billion. This
bank may also expand through ad~
ditional de novo branches or by
mergers, where approved. Wes~
tern Bancorporation's subsidiary
offices totaled 532 with deposits in
excess of $6 bilIion at the end of
1965.*
\Vith capital centralised in the

hands of a relatively few giant banks,
the entire American economy came
under the sway of banker.control.
By 1968. an official U.S. Government
report indicated that:

The total impact of commercial
bank investments on the American
economy is tremendous. It is by
far the single most important ele~
ment among all institutional in-
vestors ... A total of $607 billion,
or just under 60 per cent, of the
$1 trillion of institutional invest~
ment in the American economy is
held by the cammerdal banks.
BarJJ<.trust assets alone account for
nearly 24 per cent of the total.
This $607 billion is nearly four
times as large a.s... the life insur-
ance company (holditng). with
$162 billion, or 15.6 percent of the
total ... The relationship between
banks and other institutional

* U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee
on Domestic Finance of the Committee on
Banking and Currency, Acquisitions, Chan-
ges in Control, and Bank Stock Loans of
Insu~ed Banlls, 90~h Cong., 1St sess., June
29, 1967, p. 5._"
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investors, such as life insurance
comparnies, is so dose in m~ll1Y
cases that the categories (of insti··
tutional investors) ... are not -in
all cases self~contained or indepen~
dent of other categories. There.
fore, banks have an undetermi;ned
additional influence over assets
listed in other categories.'"

This survey revealed that institu.
tional investors--the mutual savings
banks, the savings arnd loan associa~
tions, the life insurance companies,
the open and investment companies
arnd the commercial banks-have some
$1,040 billion to invest in stocks and
bonds of private corporations and in
government bonds. More than 64
per cent of all investments of more
than 2,890 bank trust departments
are invested in stocks. The other 36
per cent of these trust funds are
available for investment in bonds of
both private industry arnd govern-
ments. Some of these investments
are placed in corporations with world-
wide operations and overseas invest-
ments; some are loaned to the U.S.
Government for the military estab~
lishment at home and abroad; and
some are directly exported by the
banks for loans and investments
abroad. At home and abroad, then,
the capital of the bankocracy has
permeated social institutions. Under
the rule of the bankers, these institu-
tions have set a course for the further
accumulation of profits at home and
abroad.

Girdling the Earth
By the end of 1964, the United

States bankers held 37 per cent of
the deposits of the 110 largest banks
in the capitalist world. In relation
to her closest competitors, U.S. bank
capital was more than three times
thpse of the British banks holding
.$1 billion or more in d~posits, and
more than 5 times those of West
German or Italian banks with sind.

* U.S., Congress House, Subcommittee on
Banking and Currency, Commercial Banks
and their Trust Activities: Emerging In-
fluence on the American Economy, Vol. 1,
90th Cong., 2d. Sess., July 8.

lar amounts of deposits. Large b::tnks
in America, such as the ;\-[organ
Guarantee Trust Company of New
York, advertise their ,ervices as in.
cluding :**

'*' Branch or reBresentatli,ve offices
i>n key business a,nd financial cen~
tres abroad;
;; Close ties with leading local fin.
ancial institutions throughout the
world; .
;; Skilled technicians experienced
in handling complex foreign trans-
actions;
;; A background of more than a
century of active participation in
international finance; and
* A creative approach to the total
needs of a company doing business
overseas.

\i\Tith both capital and connections,
American bankers have moved abroad.

European nationalists are much
conoerned with this new banking
puissance. One well.known European,
J.-J. Servan~Schreiber, describes J).5.
financial machinations in Western
Europe as follows:

The least-known aspect of Ame-
rican i,nvestment in Europe is its
means ~of finance. Financitng in,.
vestments is not a serious problem
for American corporations. With
their scope, capabilities, and tech~
niques they have no trouble find~
:bng money on the local market to
pay for their factories.

During 1965 the Americans in-
vested $4 billion in Europe. This
is where the money came from:

(I) Loans from the European
capital market (Euro.issues)
and direct credit from Euro-
pean countries-55 per cent.

(2) Subsidies from European gov-
ernments and internal financ~
ing from local earnings--35
per cent.

(3) Dollar tra,nsfers from . the
United States-IO per cent.

Thus, nine-tenths of American in-
vestments in Europe is financed
from European countries. In other
words, we pay them to buy us.*

* The Amen'can Challenge (New York:
1968), p. 14. Original emphasis.



Here we see the case af U.S. cannec~
tians-carparate cannectians in this
instance--abtaining Eurapean capital
far U.S. expan~ian in Eurape.

Many American banks have seen
their lass af lending to, their tr~di~
tional carparate custamers as adefi~
nite threat to, funher prafits. Same
have maved into, Eurape in an effart
to maintain their custamers and their
prafits. At first, these banks had to,
pay high rates af interest to, barraw
Eurapean funds which, in turn, they
could lend to, U.S. cu tamers. Since
the American bankers were shaating
far lang-term gains, they devised the
fallawing twa-fald plan:

-To' entice Eurapean financiers
into, co-aperative ventures, \Where
the U.S. baJnkers became the titu-
lar spansars af U.S. campanies de-
siri.ng to, borraw European capital;
-To' take aver European finance
hauses and banks, which cantral
Eurapean finance capital.

In bath cases, hawever, the U.S.
bankers went beyand the ariginal
drive to, finance just U.S. custamers;
they created a permanent U.S. bank-
ing establishment in Western Europe.

Befare the Second Warld War, U.S.
banks had extensive Eurapean branch.
es. During the caurse af that war,
mast af the Cantinental branches
were clased; but the branches in the
City af Landan remained in apera-
tian. After the War, the U.S. Trea-
sury invited banks to, start aperatians
in West Germany and elsewhere far
the purpase af serving the American
interests and armed farces. In 1953
there were 105 American branch banks
abraad, half af which were in Latin
America. By 1960 there were same
124 branches abroad, and by 1967
there were 298. Of these 298 aver-
seas branches, 259 were awned by
three banks: Fifst Natianal City
Bank, Chase Manhattan Bank and
the Bank af America. Since all af
these banks were associ~ted with
ather banking graups, they had many
mare branches than these figures in-
dicate. Far example, the Chase Man-
hattan Bank was assaciated with the
Standard BaJnk Limited Graup, which
operated aver ],100 branches in 18
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key African countries. Accarding to'
Chase fvlanhattan's advertisement in
the December 12, 1966, U.S. News and
World Report, this "... enables Chase
to, extend its banking services
through Standard's widespread Afri-
can netwark." Further, Chase appeals
to, patential custamers, "As a matter
af fact, anywhere in the free warlel
yau chaose to, do' business there's
a Chase Manhattan branch, represen~
tatiw, assaciate ar correspandent
bank to serve yau." In total, the num-
ber af cauntries in which U.S. banks
have branches autside the United
States increased from 2'1 in ]950 to,
26 in 1955 to, 33 in 1960 £l1ndto, 55
in 1967.

Why banks have maved abraad is
indicated by the fallawing item fram
Barron's Navember 28, 1966, des..-
criptian of the appartunity to, engrass
foreign depasits far lending:

What started the present trend
(af U.S. banks maving abraad) was
the rise af the Euradallar market,
cansisting af about $10 billion af
depasits held in Eur.opean banks
by nan-residents af the U.S. At
the same time, the interest Equali-
zatian Tax barred the (U.S. bank)
lending af medium term funds
abraad, and "valuntary" guidelines
pegged the growth af shart-term
(bank) credit to, nan-residents. As
a result, by the end af J 965,
13 American banks had 211 branch-
es abraad. Sa far this 'year, an-
ather 18 branches have apened and
at least five are about to be 1aunch~
cd in the final weeks' af 1966.

Depasits in the farei81n branches
have been sky-racketing even faster
than their number. Far the ten
members af the New Yark Clear-
ing House, eight af which run
fareign aperatians, depasits abraad
increased by $1 billian last year
to, $6,691 million. In the past 12
manths the New Yark Clearing
banks have upped their tata1 (da-
mestic) depasits a ,bare 5%, but
their foreign branch depasits have
shat up 40%. The latter naw
constitute 17% of tata1 New Yark
depasits. Every majar U.S. bank

has naw a branch in Landan, and
their tatal depasits last June (1966),
when the Bank af England made
a count, was $5,262 millian, up
64?-0 fram a year befare.

The December, 1967 issue af Fortune
MagazLne can firmed this judgment:

In thase ten years (priar to, 1967,
it wrate), depasits in fareign
branches af New Yark banks have
risen fram $1.35 billian to, $9.5
billian; lately they have been
grawing at a rate seven times gTeat-
er than depasits at hame. At ma-
nufacturers Hanaver, fa reign busi-
ness has increased 10 per cent to,
25 per cent af total business.

Three years ago', Chase Manhat.
tan disclased that 14 per cent af
its net prafits came fram fareign
business, and that percentage has
certainly risen since. Manufacturers
Hanaver says that the profits af its
international divisian have mare
than daubled in the last five years,
which probably means that eam~
ings have kept pace with the divi-
sian's grawing business.

With fareign depasits far lending
abraad, fareign prafits have became a
large partian af the earnings af U.S.
bankers. Since bankers live an debt,
fareign lending means that they have
begun to, live on fareign debt. .

Direct Holding
U.S. banking activities abraad do'

nat stap here. The growing capital
needs af U.S. companies aperating in
Eurape were behind Chase Manhat-
tan's bid far its first direct halding
in a Eurapean bank. Chase negatiat-
ed with the Banque de Bruxelles far
a participatian in the lattey's sub-
sidiary, the Banque de Cammerce af
Antwerp because af the tremend6us
increase in American investments in
Belgium and the grawing fareign
trade af Belgian companies in the
U.S. Chase jealausly guarded its cus~
tamers: '1\Then the passibility arase
that U.S. campanies aperating in Bel~'
'gium wauld barraw fram Belgia.n~
awned banks, the Chase attempted a
partial takeaver af the Belgian-awned
lender. A few facts will explicate



why U.S. bankers are moving into
Belgian.owned banks: >II<

-During the period 1959-65,plann.
ed foreign investments in Belgium
reached BF 51.9 billion, creating
40,000 [lew jobs;
--The amount invested by U.S. en·
terprises amounted to BF 36.6 bil-
lion, or 70 per cent of the total;
-In 1965, projected foreign invest-
ments in Belgium reached a total
of "SF 18 billion ($38.0 million);
-More than 50 per cent of these
investments (BF 9.9 billion) were
to be concentrated in the Antwerp
region, where aloltomobileand petro.
chemical industries predominate;
-u .S. direct investments repre.
sented more than 90 per cent of

the new projects.
In other words, when U.S. invest-
ments in Belgium are increased-
especially in the Antwerp area-these
companies are likely to borrow from
Belgian-owned banks. The U.S.
bankers are try1ng to.ensure that they
will reap the profits af such borrow.
ing by buying into. or taking aver such
banks. This is why Chase Manhat-
tan rushed to buy into the 'Antwerp-
based Banque de Commerce. Chase's
joint venture in Antwerp is the first
step in becoming a stock halder of
the Banque de Bruxelles itself. The
latter is the second largest bank in
Belgium with about 700 branches
with assets over 75,0.0.0million BF
(about $1.5 billion). This machi-
natian is [lat limited to Chase Man.
hattan. Other U.S. banks have been
doing business in Antwerp:

-The Bank of America of San
Francisco and the Morgan Guaran-
tee Trust Company of New York
opened branches in the summer of
1965 ;
-The Crocker-Citizens National
Bank of San Francisco disclosed
plans to open a branch on Decem-
ber 16, 1965;
-The First National City Bank of
New York also planned its first
Antwerp branch at the close of
1965.

* See the report of the Belgian Ministry
of Economic Affairs, 1866.
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By moving to Belgium or buying into
Belgian banks, the big U.S. b3Jnkers
are pursuing profitable lending op-
partunities to. \U.s.. corporations as
well as other corporations expanding
there.

U.S. corporations operating in
Europe got special benefits from
American branch banks. Barron's
foresees thaC

The services an American busi.
ness 'abroad wants from its banker
-and what it feels it cannot get
from a mere correspondent bank-
start with simple public relations.
Entering a new market, the firm
wants recommendations to local
banks, lawyers and tax experts.
Once in business there, it will use
an American bank to manage its
excess cash, make its dividend pay-
ments and other remittances to the
head office and, above all, finance
its foreign trade. If it seeks local
participation, the American bank
usually can find among I them the
customers of its correspondents.

The American bank, further-
more, sametimes w~l1 provide ,its
customers with financing in the lo-
cal currency. When money is need-
ed in a hurry, for instance, links
between its home office and the
subsidiary's parent can produce a
quicker decision than any local
bank could come up with. U.S.
banks abroad, however, stick strict-
ly to. the short end of the loan bu_
'siness, 'arranging fOIr local banks
to meet the medium-term require-
ments of their American clients,

Bankers estimate that a well-
e~tablished European branch can
make about the same operating-
profit as its equivalent in the U.S.
The question is how long the
branch has to wait before it reach,
es that stage. Because branches
abroad depend so. heavily on foreign
trade busi,ness this period is not
too long for the new branches of
the big banks. The more branches
a bank already has around the
world, the quicker it brings a new
outlet on to. a profit.earning basis,
because the network feeds it with
exchange business.

In this fashion, then, the U.S. im-
perial banks will go on and on ex-
panding their tentacles throughout
the non.socialist world. U.S. corpo.
rate and banking expansion goes
hand in hand; one breeds the other.
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AND VALUABLE FOREIGN EXCHANGE
FOR INDIA
Very few Indian Airlines' services are international.
Yet, in the last ten years, India's domestic airline has earned
Rs. 46 crores by flying foreign tourists on its extensive network-across
Indian Skies and all in FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
For 1969-70, the figure is likely to be Rs. 8.50 crores. 10% more than in the previous
year. Indeed, in -each of the last three years, fully ONE-FIFTH of our annual
Passenger Revenue has been from tourists and all in FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

Indlsn Airlines
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Included in
1945
19!?~1'
1962

Exchided

Populat,ion
329,800
383,600

827,957
750,000,000

e eto
The parity of members ceases to

be operative in the Security Council.
The Council sits continuously and
consists of 11 members five of whom
are permanent and have the power
of veto. Thus anyone member of
t,he five by his veto can allillu1 any de.
sion of action even if such an action
is sanctioned by the other ten. The
five permanent members are America,
Taiwan, Ru'Ssia, Franoe and Grea'fi
Brit,ain. America virtually has two
votes, for Forma is fathered by her.
America had not had an occasion to
use its veto even once a,nd that is not
surprising, The Security Council in

muster a two-thirds majority which
is seldom attained. Therefore the
i.1dvantageous status quo carved
in the postwar era is mainta'
is unalterable.

stockpile atomic weapons, produce
and store nerve gas, prepare for
bacteriological and chemical warfare,
her membership' notwithstanding.
Similarly Russia can attack China and
Czechoslovakia; Israel can attack
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria;
Souch Africa can flout the UN Man-
date; Britain can sanction freedo'm
to Rhodesia to pursue its apartheid
policy. The UN remains unconcern-
ed, unruffled and unashamed.

Of the six UN bodies, the General
Assembly and the Securit,y Council
are the most important. The Gene-
ral Assembly sits once a year in Sep-
tember and herein every member has
equal voting rights. The parity re-
gardless of size, population and con.
t\ribution to world thought renders
each voice ineffective in the cacophony
of the assemblage. The small coun.
tries recently made independent are
still sustained by the major powers,
America, Britain, Russia and France
and thus tow the line of their mas~
tel's. To be effective one has to

"

TABLE I

Goose

China's claim to entry is sponsored
every year but is thwarted by Ame-
rica. Exclusion of Formosa alias the
Republic of China would cost Ame-
rica a veto in the Security Council.
America puteS (the blame for exclu-
sion on China, on her "self .
isolation". Shak swald
could an American court

. aming President Kennedy's skull
for his assassination.

How active business is conducted
under the cloak of specious philoso-
phical abstractions (all are agreed
that war is very, very wicked,) is best
understood if we look into the work-
ing of the UN.

The UN Charter embodies 1I 1
articles which are binding on all
members. But the USA is free to
attack the Dominican republic, bomb
North Vietnam, bring destruction to
South Vietnam, wage war 9n Laos,

Country Area
Luxembourg 999 sq. miles
Kuwait 5800 "
Trinidad & Tobago 1980 "
China 4300,000 "

location is obvious and was clearly
expressed by Stephen Leacock. "The
conference was summoned by the Gov.
ernment, of Liberia and consisted of
delegates sent from each of the great
government,s of Europe \Jln:d Ame-
rica, each Government paying its
own expense, except laundry" (to en-
courage it to wash its dirty linen, of
course). So on and from October
24, 1945, the £23,000,000 Manhattan
goose started laying golden eggs for
the Americans. All is grist that:
comes to this mill. No matter how
small the size lor population of a
country, how insignificant, its contri-
bution to world thought, almost any
government is welcome to join the
UN roster as long as it can pay its
own way. The smaller nations are
preferred to bulky ones and China
has been cut to size.

P. BHATTACHARYA

ManhattanThe

"The noble Wilson walketh in
his room

And times he will and other
times he won't

Whether to sieze the sword and
cut rhe knot

Or to hold the equal poise of
statesman~ip."

JULY 4, 1970

He 'bided time until 'poth )fac-
tions were weary and then on April
5, 1917 declared war on Germany.
This opportune act gained for Ame-
rica her share in the spoils. To ga-
ther the rich harvest machinery was
built up in the shape of the League
of Nations. But British diplomacy
and French astuteness were too much
for the American presidentl. Ame-
rica was not represented on the Lea.
gue and much to her chagrin the
headquarters was at Geneva. Presi-
dent Wilson had made two mistak
The war ended in No - 18
but the Lea ations was set
up in 1920. The delay helped the
war.weary partners to recover their
dazed wit5. Geneva was not com-
mercially advantageous to the Ame-
ricans. The lesson of World War I
was not lost to them. The United
Nations which was to rePlace, not,
reinforce, the League o£ Nations, -was
conceived of in September 1944 and
the venue chosen was New York.

The commercial advantage of such

A LTHOUGH he [lamed one of
his characters Stupendranath

Begorrh,. Shaw was deeply impressed
by the remark of Rabindranath that
the members of the League of N a-
tions resembled a gang of robbers
who had donned royal robes. And
robes don't change character.

The League of Nations came into
being as a result of a brain wave of
President Wilson. The President en-
tiered the war when it Iwas more
than half way through. He had
earlier declared American neutrality
on August 4, 1914, the day Britain
entered the war against Germany.



essence sanctions freedom to the
"Big Five" to do and get away with
whatever they like. And few have
wasted the opportunity.

The functions of the General As-
sembly and th~ Security Coucil are
complementary. The Assembly is
like' a huge spider net which cafches
as many nations as possible in its
meshes. It is like zamindars arrang-
ing fairs in certain seasons and extort-
ing exorbitant rates for leasing the
ground. Tourist bureaus, airlines,
hotels and shopkeepers all profit from
the September boom. Come Septem-
ber, delegates from all over the world
would part with the cash they had
extraded. through government machi-
nery. Tlhen the;y are ibr.ainwashed
in New York and return home as
finished sales-representatives of Ame-
rican firms. They 'would see \virtue
in incorporating hydraulic brakes in
bullock carts and place huge orders
with Lockheeds, parliament acquies-
cing in lieu of a share. What better
scheme is there to manipulate the
VIPs of countries the world over
than inviting them to this yearly fete,
at their own expense?

The Security Council ensures the
security of the permanent members.
The five vetos can' de-fuse any confla-
grat,ion that may be directed against
them.

In conclusion, it may be said that the
UN is an impotent body to the eco-
"~nically independent. Cbuntries
. )lll, ilJe not' "liable -economically,
.c. Wllll.;", 1 PL 480 '11

and condoms,~;~~n~· -8Et, _.- , dPl S
~"n ates

of the UN. Yet it C3Jn only be a~-
cribed to tile modesty of the UN
t,hat it is reticent about the fifth free-
dom that it has granted to such
count,ries-the freedom to die.

The UN is a private commercial
organisation li~nited to five perma-
nent menlbers. Its object is to draw
tourists from different countries at
the government level aimed at mop-
ping up their wealth thus rendering
them weaker. The tehsildars are re-
cruired mostly from the developing
countries. It is not an accident that
the staff of UN has a high proportion
of men from developing countries.
The Same technique is practised in
khedas to catch wild elephants.
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Letters

Why Not A Dialogue?
In the welter of recent charges

and counter-charges between the sup-
porters of the CPI(M) and CPI-
(ML), one can't help noticing the
fact that neither seeks to make a
virtue of physical assaults OIl the other.
As a matter of fact, each claims that it
is the other party's men who have
been on the offensive while its mem-
bers have been trying to defend
themselves. Thus neither regards
fights as desirable as such.

Evidently and quite naturally, one
party considers the policy of the other
to be wrong and is anxious to win
over not merely the minds of the
hitherto uncommitted sections. of the
radical masses but also the members
and followers of the other party. For
after all, both understand it well that
as Marxist parties, they cari hope to
win their aims only by winning over
the toiling masses and conscious poli-
tical elements and this is only possible
by convincing the people of the
correctness of their policy.

Why do they not then begin a dia-
. logue, a debate on the basic issues

involved, while continuing their mass
activities? Why not formulate spe-
cific issues on which differences exist
and carry a discussion? This would
educate the mass of the people, no
less than mass action does. Let
there be a battle for the minds of
the masses and let the latter decide
--·l,()Ul they would support, after be-
commg "'..•~-- 'lbout the issues involv-
ed and the speClIr\" l'~o;tions of the
two parties, their analyses v~ the
situation, strategy and tactics.

It is hard to believe that the CPI-
eM) is indifferent to the growing
number of bright and courageous
boys and girls who are responding
to the call of the Naxalites and does
not wish to win them over to what
it naturally considers to be the only
correct revolutionary policy.

It is no less difficult to agree that
the Naxalites could ignore the un-
doubted fact that the CPI{M) has
a powerful mass following among
workers, peasants and the middle

classes, many of whom, with a proud
record of sacrifice and suffering in
the militant struggles of the past, are •
still convinced of the correctness of
the CPI(M) line. No doubt, they
would want to win over all or most
of such elements in the CPI(M)
today.

The only alternative to such a de-
bate is in intensification of mutual
attacks and physical assaults crippling
both and weakening the struggle for
radical social changes byf )llleans of
capture of state power.

Meanwhile, along with the Naxa-
lites or alleged Naxalites, ever so
many members and supporters of the
CPI(M) and even the CPI are being
arrested in the countrywide crusade
against Naxalites.

Could not these attacks on civil
liberties, the attempts of jotedars to
recapture land from bargadars and
large-scale police invasions of the
educational institutions and attacks
on trade union rights and workers
and middle-class employees' livell-
hooa, also provide an occasion for
the two parties, as also the CPI and
other genu.ine left and democratic
parties and intellectuals to join hands
to counteract these attacks on the de-
mocratic movement, while carrying on
their activities in their own spheres
and debating with each other on
basic issues which; divide them today?

May one hope that this won't
prove to be a voice in the wilderness
and would evoke response from the
two parties?

S. NAQVI

Calcutta
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India and Germany-Partners in Progress

A Survey Of Friendship

Landmarks of Indo·German Cooperation

.i. 204 CapTtal a Technical Assistance Projects,

00 350 Joint Ventures and Collaborations

db 7 Max MlJelier Bhavans Cultural Centres

~ 3 Technical Trainlng Institutes

It 21 Lecturers at India'n Universities

• 92 Volunteers (German Volunteer Service)'

• 3 Agricultural Projects,

S Television, Studio New Delhie German Academic Exchange Service (D.A.A.D,)
~ Indian Institute of Technology Madru
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TRIPUI\A IS CHANGING

FAST. ONE OF THE

MOST ANCIENT STATES OF INDIA.

TRIPURA IS NOW KEEPING STEP

WITH THE REST OF INDIA IN ITS

MARCH TOWARDS

MODERNISM AND

PROSPERITY. A VISIT TO TRIPUR.4l

'TO THE 'RUDRASAGAR LAKE'

DUMBOOR FALLS OR THE

UNOKUTI HILLS WILL) BE

REFRESHING AND REWARDING.
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